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Editorial
The July issue of MTRJoL is very interesting. Number and reasoning are
captured beautifully by the various authors. Cantor's extraordinary vision translated
precisely to the degree of transfinite induction, mapping number not only to infinity but a
chain of infinities and all with so much precision that millions of people around the world
can grasp the scope of thinking. Hrbacek's vision calibrated along similar lines in
different dimensions, very different dimensions, those of ultrasmall numbers with levels
and levels of scrutiny all falling well beyond the realm of the ordinary thinking of
"small". In the current article precision of thinking of mathematicians and mathematics
educators is evident in the various articles. Donovan's article reports on the Geneva
experiments of teaching infinitesimal methods to high school students.
It demonstrates teacher’s craft knowledge acquiring the teacher-researcher posture and
hence the strength of teaching-research as professional development
The presentation by Nagarjuna, Collaborative Creation of Teaching-Learning
Sequences and an Atlas of Knowledge proposes the creation of the concept map of full
knowledge governed by the concept dependency relation. The authors appeals to the
education community to submit existing concept maps to the portal www.gnowledge.org
for the inclusion in the atlas. Detailed organization of the concept maps is discussed with
several example of different size presented. The nodes of the map are concepts and
activities with incoming and outgoing links. The map is constructed on the assumption
that understanding means the knowledge of links.
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The paper by Ibrahim et al picks up on the familiar issue of problem solving
showing that textbooks, instructors and students focus primarily on the computational
solutions instead on the whole process of problems solving suggested by Polya. The
authors demonstrate through the analysis of the results from a questionnaire administered
to several sections of pre-algebra courses that the second (planning and strategy choice)
and fourth step in Polya procedure cause extensive difficulties for students. The presented
data suggest the hypothesis that teaching explicitly through 4 stages of Polya can
significantly improve the planning and strategy choice in problem solving.
In a careful recording, Gonzales re-creates her classroom for the readers. In her
creative approach, a standard mathematical issue is transformed to an intriguing problem.
The clear cut goal articulated at the start, that of “deepening pre-service teachers’
conceptual understanding”, contributes to the underlying theme of teaching.
Prince’s short article demonstrates that careful attention to school and student
work might stimulate mathematical discoveries by an instructor.
The presentation by Balsim et al. describes an extension of the industry-academia
interface by outlining an educational program which incorporates applications to industry
as well as interactions with professionals in industry. After describing the philosophy and
structure of the program, the authors describe various collaborations between the faculty
at a community college, a four year college, and the biomedical industry.
Thinking, thinking technology at work in mathematics classes in community colleges of
CUNY, high schools of teachers in Geneva, or minds of teacher-researchers and
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researchers in the Bronx, or India, all contribute to the common goal of improvement of
learning.
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Abstract
When teaching an introductory course of analysis or calculus, many
colleagues resort to infinitesimals as useful metaphors to convey
understanding. For some ten years or so a group of teachers in Geneva
(Switzerland) has been striving to go beyond the metaphor ! the holy
grail being to introduce analysis in a mathematically rigorous way, yet
close enough to intuitive concepts and with a lower degree of technical
difficulty than classical approaches. In collaboration with professor
Hrbacek (CUNY) a first version of this approach is now completed and
has been used in several classes this year. In the following we present
classroom material and discuss how students respond.
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After some attempts at teaching what we might call ``naive nonstandard analysis''
(Kimber & O'Donovan, 2006) it became obvious that there are pedagogical advantages.
The cognitive improvements are considerable. Still, if it was to be more than a metaphor
and truly mathematics, some foundational research had to be done. This lead to the
collaboration with professor Hrbacek (CUNY) who had developed a form of nonstandard
analysis which seemed best fit to meet our requirements (O’Donovan 2007).
A preliminary remark is necessary for the mathematically trained reader. Many of
us have been taught that infinitesimals do not exist, or that if they do exist they are not
real numbers. Here, we will be talking about extremely small quantities, called ultrasmall
numbers, within the real numbers. This may be felt as conflicting knowledge by some.
We can testify that students, being ignorant of the subject, do not share this feeling (for
this once, we will say that their ignorance is a blessing!) The existence of these ultrasmall
and corresponding ultralarge real numbers are due to extra axioms which will not be
discussed here. It should be enough to know that it has been proven in (Hrbacek, 2004)
that these axioms add no contradiction to the universe of mathematics i.e., they are
perfectly safe. 1
This description does not aim at being complete but rather at showing why we
consider that it provides an interesting option for teaching and learning analysis.

Context
In Geneva high schools (pre-university: years 12 and 13) students have had no
prior teaching of calculus when they start studying analysis and they will be required to
1

In very short, this work is related to nonstandard analysis of which there are two main trends:
Robinson's hyperreal number system (Robinson, 1966), where no axioms are added but an extension of the
reals results from a rather complicated construction; and Nelson's IST (Nelson, 1977) in which extra
axioms are added. Hrbacek's approach, FRIST (Hrbacek, 2007), extends Péraire's RIST (Péraire, 1992)
which is an extension of Nelson's ideas.
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be able to prove most of the theorems they use. They know the definition of a function in
terms of input set, output set and a rule. They can solve f ( x) = 0 in simple polynomial or
trigonometric cases, and by plotting selected points, they draw rough approximations of
curves. The notion of slope applies only to straight lines. Classical courses in analysis
have dropped teaching the full blown Weierstrassian ε − δ theory as it is considered too
complicated. Instead, a hand-waving definition of the limit is given and the main
properties (sum of limits is limit of sums, etc.) are given without proof. The motivation
for our research is to increase meaning and yet bring back some mathematical rigor in the
classroom.

New concepts
First exercises are meant to make students suggest answers following their
intuition and are given with no prior explanation.
If h is a positive value which is extremely small (even smaller than that!),
what can you say about the size of h 2 , 2h and !h ? What can you say about
2 + h and 2h ? What can you say about 1 ? If N is a positive huge number
h
(really very huge!), what can you say about N 2 , 2N and ! N ? What can you
say about N + 2 and N ! 2 ? What can you say about 1 ? What can you say
N
about N ?
2
Students respond well to these exercises and it is clear that the concept of
``infinitesimal'' is already present in their mind. (How this concept arises as part of what
becomes intuitive is not addressed here even though it is a very interesting aspect.) The
metaphor of a microscope is classical in nonstandard analysis, but zooming in or out is
also a useful alternative. Using a computer and a beamer, students can be shown what
happens when one zooms in on the curve of a function. Then they are asked what would
appear under a superpowerful zoom. And then by zooming out, faraway parts become
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visible. Occasionally, students will have difficulty in ``guessing'' that the reciprocal of an
extremely small number is extremely large. This shortcoming would also be a drawback
in a more traditional approach with limits so this type of exercise is probably necessary at
a preliminary stage for analysis in general.
A discussion with students on how small can positive numbers be, or how long is
an instant, always lead to answers involving infinitesimals. Our school has students of 84
nationalities and so many different cultures and we have not yet had a single student for
whom the concept of infinitesimal is unknown. Students appear to feel safe about the fact
that their guesses are correct; it is possible to tell them that (in their study of calculus)
there will be almost no new concept, but we will formalize these and they will discover
the power of this formalization; they will reach new conclusions, yet at a very
fundamental level, they already know the essential concepts. (Which does not mean that
everything will be easy...)
Using the yet undefined term of ``vanishingly small'' the following exercise
introduces all the fundamental concepts for the derivative.
Make a sketch and calculate the average slope over an interval of
vanishingly small length h of the function f : x a x 2 centered on 1, f (1) .
When you zoom out so that h becomes vanishingly small, what can you
say about the value of the slope?
Here, the slope is obviously 2 + h and when zooming out, the slope becomes
indistinguishable from 2.
The key innovation of Hrbacek's approach (with respect to other nonstandard
analysis approaches) is hinted at in the following exercise. There are not only two levels:
``ordinary numbers'' and numbers which are visible only through a metaphorical
microscope; there are always other ``finer'' levels which are invisible without an extra
microscope.
Now consider that you have shrunk and that you are of the size of the h
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of the above exercise. Imagine also an extremely small positive value k !

extremely small relative to your new size! what can you say about h ? What can
you say about k 2 ? What can you say about 2 + h ? What can you say about

2+k ?
Students' first guess is almost always correct: h is not ultrasmall anymore
because the context has changed. 2 + h is not extremely close to 2 but 2 + k is, and k 2 is
really very small!
After introductory exercises, formalization may start.
Axiom 1: Levels. Given real numbers x1 , …, xn there is a coarsest level at which
x1 , …, xn appear. If a number appears at a level, it appears at all finer levels. Every

number defined in a unique way, without using the concept of level, appears at the
coarsest level.
Definition: ultrasmall and ultralarge. Relative to a level, a real number is
ultrasmall if it is nonzero and its absolute value is smaller than any positive number
appearing at that level. A real number is ultralarge if its absolute value is larger than any
positive number appearing at that level. Two numbers are ultraclose if their difference is
ultrasmall or zero.
Axiom 2 : Ultrasmall and Ultralarge numbers. Relative to any level, there exist
ultralarge and ultrasmall numbers.
Of course, this implies that an ultrasmall number does not appear at the context
level.
Note for mathematicians: axioms 1 and 2 are about the level of individual
numbers, not about the set of numbers. The definition is later extended to say that an
object appears at the level of the parameters needed to define it. Levels are not needed to
define the real numbers as a whole, hence the set of real numbers appears at coarsest
level. As does the interval [0;1] . Nonetheless, these sets contain numbers of all levels
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(due to axiom 2). Intuitively, the interval [0;1] is defined using 0 and 1 but it contains
ultrasmall numbers: a set and its elements do not share the same properties. Students do
not have the reflex of collecting objects into sets, so this causes difficulty only to the
newcomer mathematician.
We have observed that for some students, the concept of ``extremely large''
seems more natural at first than ``extremely small''. Yet when considering the reciprocal,
the extremely small becomes easier to grasp because, as a student put it ``we know where
it is'' whereas the extremely large are somewhere far away. The concept of extremely
large has a somewhat fleeting quality to it, quantities ``moving away''. Extremely small
values don't move around. They have no space for that. So once these extremely small
quantities have been grasped, it is possible to use the reciprocal again and this time,
extremely large numbers, being linked to ``fixed'' extremely small numbers, can be
understood as numbers which are not moving away.
The terms ``infinitesimal'' and ``infinitely large'' are not used for several reasons.
Infinite sets are sets whose cardinality cannot be given by a natural number. Here, we
have ultralarge integers: they are finite yet huge. So to avoid ambiguities we will not keep
the usage common to nonstandard analysis practice and change to ``ultralarge''. Then of
course, the reciprocal ``ultrasmall'' seems the obvious word, as is the word ``ultraclose''.
In fact, the ``ultra'' prefix allows to define other concepts in a very natural way. Between

x and x + h , if h is ultrasmall then the tangent can be an ``ultraprecise'' approximation
to the function, the integral is defined using ``ultrathin'' slices, etc. Another reason is that
even though students have a good intuition about infinity, some consider (not wrongly)
that infinity plus one is infinity. As we will consider that if N is ultralarge then

N + 1 > N , we avoid misunderstandings by introducing a new word and saying that it is
``almost'' what they think it intuitively is. Also, if N is greater than zero, then ! N is less
than N , it is smaller, whereas we need to talk about magnitudes as given by distances to
zero. By defining ultralarge to be very big in absolute value and ultrasmall to be very
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close to zero, we are in fact closer to many people's intuitive use of the word.
Definition: Context level. A context level of a property, a function or a set, is a
level at which all its parameters appear.
The parameters are easily listed. A context level is thus easily determined: the
words ``ultrasmall'' and ``ultralarge'' will always be understood relatively to the context
level and if a and b are ultraclose relative to the context level this is written

a"b
(A context level is understood, not explicitly given. This fact will prove to be important.)
Note for mathematicians: We
! say a context level and not the context level. In
effect, we start by fixing a context at which all parameters of a function appear, then we
consider the context level, that which has been fixed.
Relative to a context level at which a appears, if h is ultrasmall, the a + h " a .
Intuitively, it seems reasonable that (a + h) 2 " a 2 which means that we must be able to
show that 2ah " 0 and h 2 " 0 . This last one is obvious as, wlog for positive
h , we have
!
0 < h < 1 ! 0 < h 2 < h < 1 , but the first statement needs an extra axiom:
!

!

Axiom!3 : Closure. f ( x) appears at the level of f and x .
Closure means that the result of operations appear at the level of the numbers

involved in the operation. Numbers of finer level do not appear unless they have been
explicitly summoned.
Note for mathematicians: We say that numbers appear at a given level, that they
are of a level and not that numbers are in levels. By the closure principle, we get that

n + 1 appears at the same level as n , yet we cannot use this argument to prove that all
whole numbers appear at the coarsest level. Levels are not sets and induction cannot be
used on collections which are not sets. There are many cases of collections which are not
sets (the collection of all sets for instance) but usually we do not need to consider these.
Here, we are suddenly exposed to these unusual objects. But we will never really need to
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collect them and only use the fact that ultrasmall numbers, for instance, do not appear at
the context level.
There are two other rules which apply but are not necessarily explicitly specified
to students: if a reference is made to levels, it may only be to the context level. If this rule
is not followed, pathological objects can be defined, but as all definitions are given here
relative to the context level, a student would need to invent her own definitions in order
to define such illegal objects. We do not use a symbol to express that a appears at the
level of b (such a symbol exists in the full theory). Everything has been written in such a
way as to make illegal references very difficult. ( a " b for instance, automatically refers
to a context level because it has been defined that way, hence ultraclose relative to
another level than a context level would !
require the invention of another symbol.)
Another axiom which needs to be mentioned but requires no specific comment for
teaching is that if a statement is true when referring to a context level, it remains true
when referring to any context level. It expresses the fact that it is not very important
which level is used as a context level provided it is fine enough. Hence when studying
two different functions which do not appear at the same level, a context level will be any
level at least as fine as the finer of the two, yet all results found considering this context
level about the coarser function remains true. For instance, the derivative does not depend
on which context level is used. This principle is analogous to nonstandard analysis'
transfer.
First rules. If (relative to some context level) ! is ultrasmall, its reciprocal 1/ !
is ultralarge. By contradiction: Without loss of generality assume ! > 0 and that 1/ ! < b
for some b > 0 appearing at the context level. Then we would have 1/ b < ! . By closure,

1/ b appears at the context level and this contradicts that ! is ultrasmall. Hence 1/ ! is
ultralarge.
If a > 0 is not ultralarge and ! is ultrasmall (relative to some context level), then

a • " # 0 . If a appears at a context level and " # 0 (also assumed to be positive), then

!
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a • " # 0 (otherwise a ! # " b for some b appearing at the context level and " ! b / a : a
contradiction. Then if a is not ultralarge it is less than some c appearing at the context

!

level hence a • " < c • " # 0 .
With these rules, if a appears at a context level and N is ultralarge, then

!

(a + 1/N) 2 = a 2 + 2a /N + 1/N 2 " a 2 .

Rules such as a " x and b " y imply a • b " x • y (provided a and b are not ultralarge)
are simple exercises,!using decompositions such as x = a + ! with " # 0 .
property is that if a and b appear at the context level and a " b ,
! An important
!
!
then a = b . By closure, a ! b appears at the context! level. If a " b then a ! b is
ultrasmall or zero. As it appears at the context level it cannot be ultrasmall,
hence it is
!
zero and a = b .
!
With these axioms and definitions students can start studying derivatives. These
properties and rules are almost certainly not completely understood by the students at this
stage, but familiarity will be best achieved by working with them. Except for one other
axiom which would be necessary for continuity, no extra ``black boxes'' will be
introduced: it is not necessary to introduce that the limit of a sum is the sum of the limits
and such. Everything here follows from properties of numbers. As these properties are
used again and again, students gradually become proficient.

Derivative
One of the advantages of this approach is that it is possible to start by the
derivative without spending time on the difficult concept of limit. Starting with
derivatives has the advantage of introducing something really new. For students,
continuity is either considered trivial or not understood for the more sophisticated
aspects. Similarly with limits. Asymptotes have been studied in an experimental way the
year before, using the calculator to find values of, say, 1/ x for x close to zero. And all
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teachers know that ``new'' is always more interesting for students.
Let
f : x a x2 .

For the slope of the curve of f at x = 3 we look at the variation of the function
for an increment h > 0 of the independent variable. A context level is a level
where the parameters 3 and 2 appear: the coarsest level or any finer level. Let
the increment h be ultrasmall ! it is ultrasmall, not zero. The average slope
between 3 and 3 + h is
f (3 + h) ! f (3) (3 + h) 2 ! 32
=
= 6 + h.
h
h

We obtain the same result with a negative increment. 6 and h can both be seen
at the level of h hence 6 + h can be seen at the level of h . The part of 6 + h that
can be seen at the context level (without a microscope) is 6 , hence the slope
that we can see at the coarsest level is 6 so we define

f !(3) = 6.
This result does not depend on the choice of the ultrasmall h and is called the

derivative of f at x = 3 . General case: when studying the slope of f at x we
consider a context level at which x and 2 appear and look at the part of the
result which is at the context level, but we use increments which are ultrasmall
(relative to the context level).
( x + h) 2 ! x 2
= 2x + h
h

and the part of the result at the context level is 2x . And this is for all x , which is
the classical result. ( 2x appears at the level of x because 2x = x + x : a familiar
operation does not change the level of the result.) We write f !( x) = 2 x and say
that f is differentiable at x if f !( x) exists.
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At this stage, one might say that there is no big improvement on the classical
definition with the `` h tends to zero.'' Yet cognitively there is. Teaching limits, we are
continuously confronted with questions such as, yes but does h ``reach'' zero, and if it
does not, where does it stop? ``Tending to'' and ``reaching'' are ! in a student's mind
! completely different concepts, and defining the limit as that which we never reach is

well known to be one of the major stumbling blocks to teaching analysis. An explanation
which deals with quantifiers is difficult at this stage for two completely different reasons.
On the mathematical side, any concept which uses quantifiers is more difficult to
understand and if it requires an alternation of quantifiers it will be even harder. On the
metaphorical side, the dynamic metaphor that x moves towards a is powerful but is
destroyed when quantifiers are added to make the definition rigorous. In our view, this is
the major difficulty of analysis, in order to understand well the metaphor, the metaphor
has to be broken, and once it is broken, what is there really left? These consideration are
what lead us on the path to nonstandard analysis. Appearing at the context level or more
metaphorically: the part of the result which can be seen without a microscope are
surprisingly well understood and offer no resistance.
A consequence of the definition of the derivative is the microscope equation:
Suppose that f is differentiable at a . Then for any !x

0 there exists !

0

such that

"f (a ) = f (a + "x) # f (a ) = f !(a ) $ "x + % $ "x.

A context level is a level at which f and a appear.
This is called the Increment Equation for f at a with increment !x. It is clear that
"f (a) # 0 , since f !(a ) appears at a context level by definition.

The increment equation can be used to prove theorems which are otherwise quite
!

difficult at introductory level such as the chain rule. Note in particular that this proof also
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covers the case where g !(a ) = 0 .
Chain Rule Let f and g be functions such that g is differentiable at a
and

f

is differentiable at g (a ) . Then the composition

f o g , defined by

( f o g )( x) = f ( g ( x)) , is differentiable at a and
( f o g )!(a ) = f !( g (a )) " g !(a ).
proof
Let !x be ultrasmall. By the Increment Equation for g at a with
increment !x , we have

#g (a ) = g "(a ) $ #x + ! $ #x.
Note that !g (a )

0 , since g !(a ) appears at a context level. Thus, by the

Increment Equation for f at g (a ) with increment !g (a ) , we obtain

#( f o g )(a ) = f ( g (a + #x)) $ f ( g (a )) = f "( g (a )) % #g (a ) + ! % #g (a ).
Dividing by !x yields

f '(g(a)) •

"g(a)
"g(a)
+#•
$ f '(g(a)) • g'(a) .
"x
"x

Continuity

!

Whereas the definition of the derivative remains very close to the definition with
limits, the definition of continuity becomes drastically simpler. Here we use the
traditional writing dx for an ultrasmall increment of the variable with the explicit
condition that dx " 0 but dx ! 0 .
The function is continuous at a if, for ultrasmall dx
"f (a) = f (a + dx) # f (a) $ 0

!

(Ultrasmall obviously refers to a context level which is a level where all parameters of f
and a appear.)

!
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We check the continuity of f : x a x 2 at x = 3 . A context is given by the
parameters 2 and 3. Let dx be ultrasmall, then (3 + dx) 2 ! 32 = 6 " dx + dx 2 . This
difference is ultrasmall because 6 ! dx and dx 2 are ultrasmall hence their sum
also. Therefore f is continuous at 3. In general take dx ultrasmall with respect
to a level where a and 2 appear, then (a + dx) 2 ! a 2 = 2a " dx + dx 2 is ultrasmall.
Notice that by the microscope equation it is immediate that any function
differentiable at a is continuous at a .
The continuity of the sine function (which is often omitted at introductory level)
is straightforward. By Pythagoras, ! sin(" ) is less than the chord which (being a straight
line) is less (in absolute value) than the arclength which is ! . If the arc is ultrasmall, then

! sin(" ) is also ultrasmall.
At Geneva high school it is customary to omit proofs of theorems such as the
extreme value and intermediate value theorems which are given as ``black boxes''. In this
setting, higher level students can prove these using an extra axiom.
Axiom 4: Neighbor. If (relative to some context level) a is not ultralarge, then
there is a number at the context level which is ultraclose to a .
This axiom is used here as equivalent to the completeness of the real numbers.
For students, it is not as easy to understand as the other axioms as they have no notion of
the completeness of the real numbers or of density or compactness. This is why we do not
necessarily attempt to use it with students who take mathematics at compulsory level.
Yet at this stage the students have encountered the neighbor many times in
practice: the derivative is the neighbor of the quotient. The neighbor is unique (which
they have also seen in practice) because, as was pointed out in the first rules, if a and b
appear at a context level and a " b then a = b .
The neighbor principle can be used to define transcendent functions such as
n
x a a x . The students
! know how to define a for integer n and how to extend the
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definition to a p / q . For irrational x , a context level is given by a and x . Let

p
" x.
q

Then a x is defined to be the context neighbor of a p / q . The fact that this is well defined
is maybe lengthy but not specifically difficult ! and may be omitted at introductory
!
level.
An important property of the neighbor is that if a and b appear at the context
level and if x ! [a ; b] then the neighbor of x is in [a ; b] . We leave this exercise to the
reader.
Intermediate Value Theorem Let f be a continuous function on [a ; b]
with

f (a ) < 0 and

f (b) > 0 . Then there exists c , with a < c < b such that

f (c ) = 0 .
proof Context is given by a, b and f . Let N be ultralarge, then
dx = b ! a is ultrasmall. Consider xi = a + i ! dx , then a = x0 and xN = b . There is a
N
point with least index j > 0 such that f ( x j +1 ) ! 0 . By choice of j we have
f ( x j ) < 0 ! f ( x j +1 ).

Let c be the context neighbor of x j (it exists because x j is between a and b )
and c ! [a ; b] . Then x j " c and c " x j +1 because x j " x j +1. By continuity of f at c
we have

!f (c) " f (x j ) #< 0! and

!

f (c) " f (x j +1 ) $ 0.

Hence, but as 0 and f (c) appear at the context level , we conclude that
f (c) " 0 .

!

Even though the proof is not difficult, it is not easy for students. The statement of
!

the theorem itself is much more obvious than its proof and many feel that the proof
obscures the understanding. It is worth showing that a function f : Q " Q does not
satisfy this theorem. The existence of the context neighbor is all we need to characterize
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the real numbers. In a similar way, we can also show that a continuous function attains its
maximum and minimum on a closed interval.

Limits
The concept of limit is not necessary but it is possible to define it in terms of
ultrasmall values. Students need to be prepared to meet limits, and also, in Geneva it is
part of the syllabus. Here, the limit, instead of being the central concept becomes merely
a sort of abbreviation.
For the limit of f when x tends to a , a context level is given by a and f .
There is a limit if there is a value L appearing at the context level, such that f (x) " L
whenever x " a , written in the usual way. It is thus possible to redefine the derivative as
f ( a + h) " f ( a )
. The interesting aspect of this rewriting is that students will have
lim
!
h !0
h
! the classical definition and should thus not be taken aback if, during further studies,
seen

they encounter more traditional teaching.

Integral
Rather than present the complete construction of the integral, we prefer to show
how it is possible to prove that the area under a positive function is given by the
antiderivative.
Consider the area under a positive continuous function f between a and

x . This area will be written A( x) . The context is given by a, f and x . Take
dx > 0 ultrasmall. On [ x ; x + dx] the function has a minimum at m and a
maximum at M . Hence f (m) ! dx " #A( x) " f ( M ) ! dx . Divide by dx , then
!A( x)
f ( m) "
" f ( M ) . As f is continuous at x we have f (m) " f (x) " f (M)
dx
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hence

"A(x)
# f (x) and we conclude that A!( x) = f ( x) .
dx
This is a classical way to show the relation between antiderivative and area but in

!

a classical setting, either it is given merely as a metaphor or it is given with the full limit
definition and again, the advantages of the metaphor are lost. Here, the fact that an
ultrathin slice is ultraclose to the area of an ultrathin rectangle is felt as obvious. What is
used as a metaphor becomes formally correct. As usual, at high school, we assume that
this area exists. The importance of Hrbacek's new approach is crucial here. Because
context levels depends on x and there are always ultrasmall numbers relative to any
context level, the definition of the derivative is the same, whether a point is of the
coarsest level or of any level i.e., the ``proof'' above is valid for any point in an interval.
For the integral of a continuous function from a to b , a context level is given by

f , a and b . Let dx = (b ! a ) / N for ultralarge N and xi = a + i ! dx . The integral is
defined as the context neighbor of the sum of ultrathin slices:
b

%
a

!

N #1

f (x) • dx " $ f (x i ) • dx i
i= 0

The method

The method can be summarized in the following manner. The two main
techniques of analysis are: If a property of a function f is local (a property of f at a )
then this property is studied by observing an ultrasmall neighborhood of a ; f (a ) , i.e.,
by using a + dx . If the property is global (on an interval I ) then this property is studied
by dividing the interval into an ultralarge numbers of even parts.
This requires first to identify a context level. This is given by the list of
parameters. Then it is possible to use ultrasmall or ultralarge numbers with respect to that
level. We keep the part of the result which belongs to the initial level provided it does not
depend on the choice of the ultrasmall or ultralarge number which was used.
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Some consequences are:

• The writing

f !( x) =

df ( x)
dx

which is often found in mathematics books, in this context, is given the meaning it seems
to have: it is a quotient and the different parts can therefore be separated.
• The abstract writing

!

b

a

f ( x)dx can be rewritten with a multiplication symbol

"

b

a

f ( x) ! dx

because it is a sum (up to an ultrasmall) of products of the form f ( x) ! dx where dx is
ultrasmall with respect to a level at which a, b and all parameters needed to define f
appear.
• In differential equations, the manipulations are algebraic on real values and it
is not necessary to introduce abstract forms.

In our view, the main improvement over Robinsonian nonstandard analysis (even
the ``diet'' versions by Keisler (Keisler, 1986) and Stroyan (Stroyan, 1997)) is that we
stay within the real numbers. The construction is axiomatic, hence abstract for students,
but quite straightforward. No complicated machinery is needed. Our syllabus requires
that we introduce the study of the real number system and it is quite problematic to say
that in order to do so, we use hyperreals which we feel cannot be well understood if one
doesn't understand well the real numbers first. The main improvement over Nelsonian
nonstandard analysis is that is is easier to describe which statements are acceptable (those
that refer to a context level or to no level) and the improvement over both approaches is
the simplicity with which the derivative can be defined at all points.
A handbook where the method is used to cover a complete course on one variable
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analysis is in preparation (Hrbacek, O'Donovan, & Lessmann, n.d.).

Students
Students respond well to analysis with ultrasmall numbers. Symbols have more
meaning and because the technical difficulties are not so high, it is possible to keep a
good level of rigor. University professors sometimes complain that students are rather
weak in algebraic techniques. Here, the method is more algebraic than a classical
approach and often reveals these weaknesses in computational technique. This side effect
is more an advantage than a drawback: systematically working with algebraic methods
improves their skills in opposition to the rather ``magical'' side of computing with limits
when the full force of formalism is out of reach.
We do not consider that students should never study the classical ! − ! approach.
It remains a fundamental tool and appears in almost all mathematics courses. Having
different descriptions of the same objects helps understand them better, and it seems
preferable to start with the simpler one, as its teaching can also be a way to introduce the
necessity of rigor which is the essence of mathematics. The transition from the definition
of limit with ultrasmall numbers and the classical definition of limit can be done
rigorously by showing their equivalence or more intuitively by observing that they yield
the same concepts. This last method is what is usually assumed for almost all
mathematical concepts seen at high school and redefined at university. For most students
it means encountering mathematical rigor for the first time, which makes the early days
of science studies hard. Our former students tell us that for them, it was simply another
form of rigor, but nothing fundamentally different.
The use of ultrasmall quantities should not be seen as an attempt to avoid classical
mathematics or as a criticism of some forms of teaching. We believe it is an efficient way
to introduce analysis and make students understand the concepts. At a higher level, it also
provides new insights. We started hesitatingly, but our students convinced us.
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Collaborative Creation of Teaching-Learning
Sequences and an Atlas of Knowledge
Nagarjuna G. Gnowledge Laboratory, HBCSE, TIFR, India.
nagarjun@gnowledge.org
ABSTRACT: The article is about a new online resource, a collaborative portal for
teachers, which publishes a network of prerequisites for teaching/learning any concept or
an activity. A simple and effective method of collaboratively constructing teachinglearning sequences is presented. The special emergent properties of the dependency
network and their didactic and epistemic implications are pointed. The article ends with
an appeal to the global teaching community to contribute prerequisites of any subject to
complete the global roadmap for an altas being built on similar lines as Wikipedia. The
portal is launched and waiting for community participation at http://www.gnowledge.org.

1. Meaning is in the links.
We have undertaken to study the problem of meaningful learning by focussing on the structure of
knowledge as a semantic network.1 A semantic network is a declarative graphic notation for
representing knowledge in patterns of interconnected nodes and links [19]. Our epistemological
standpoint is: Meaning of any concept that we harbour or any activity that we do as cognitive
agents is generated out of links between other concepts or activities; Correct understanding is
considered a mark of proper linkages between nodes, and misunderstanding is a mark of improper
linkages; No node in such a network is meaningful in its own right, but only by virtue of the links
the node has with the neighbouring nodes. This neighbourhood theory of meaning is the point of
departure for our analysis, methodology, and the nature of the teaching-learning resources that we
produce.2 Our focus is on the relations between the nodes, because they provide clues to
understanding as well as misunderstanding.
1
Similar undertakings on meaningful learning, inspired by Ausubel [2], gave rise to Novak’s
concept mapping methodology [14], currently widely used in the science and mathematics education
community.
2
Apart from the intellectual influences mentioned above, the neighbourhood theory of meaning is
also a philosophical culmination of the naturalism of Quine [7]. A fuller statement of the theory is
unpublished and under active development by the author.
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Several kinds of semantic networks are distinguished and used in the literature spread across
disciplines. Currently our focus in the article shall be on a simple methodology of generating
teaching-learning sequences using the semantic network techinque, followed by the emergent
properties of such a network and their implications for the teaching-learning process (didactics)
with marginal notes on epistemological implications.
The main purpose of this short communication is to share the excitement of the already evident
results and inform the community about the on going work, that we hope will have serious
implications to teaching and learning practices. Significance of the didactic implications
suggested in the article depends a lot on the comprehensiveness of the knowledge base, which
cannot be achieved without the participation of the global teaching community. Thus, this article
serves the purpose of inviting the community with the promise of fruitful results.

2. Teaching-learning sequences using the dependency
relation.
The dominant learner-centric cognitive constructivist stand point in education recommends to
start from what the student already knows, namely the prior knowledge. Several researchers in the
recent past have also turned our attention to the influence of prior-knowledge as the cause of
misconceptions, as well as a requirement for constructing new knowledge [6], [20]. Based on our
epistemological assumption mentioned previously, that understanding as well as
misunderstanding arises due to correct or incorrect relations (reconstruction) between nodes, it is
important to look at the nature of the relations. Of the many relations we focus on only one of
them, dependency relation, to construct a directed graph which represents the flow of meaning.
With the assumption that the flow of meaning cannot be different from the path of learning, we
carry on the project of building the dependency maps, which can also be called as teachinglearning sequences.

2.1 The dependency relation generates a road map of all
knowledge.
Every good teacher ensures that the student has the prerequisite prior knowledge before
introducing any new topic. Most of the good text books explicitly mention the prerequisites at the
beginning of each chapter. This has been the generic guiding principle of curriculum design. This
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principle also stands out as one of the consensual principles of student centered teaching
practices. We start from this consensus and attempt to consolidate it so as to make it a firm
foundation on which rests all engagements of knowledge.
Let us gather the prerequisites and make a semantic network containing a single relation,
dependency. If P is a prerequisite of Q, then we consider Q as a node depending on the node P.
For example, when we say: multiplication depends on addition, it implies that we must
learn/teach addition before multiplication. This is true whether we construe multiplication and
addition as either concepts or operational skills (activities). Division depends on multiplication.
Transitively, division depends on addition; fraction depends on division as well as multiplication
and so on. By applying transitivity, we can infer that fraction depends on addition, and therefore
if we introduce fractions soon afer teaching addition that will be a disaster for obvious reasons.
Bridging and walking through all intermediate steps, and not skipping, will give us the best
teaching-learning sequence. If we use computer science jargon, we need to find a longest path
algorithm, instead of a shortest path algorithm to solve the problem.
Often while teachers and textbooks talk of prerequisites their focus is mainly on concepts, and
skills are not carefully thought about, possibly because it is more challenging to make explicit
what procedural skills and experience the learner must have before introducing new
constructions. Mathematics teachers are on better ground here, since most of the time the
emphasis is mainly on skills. In general, a lot of knowledge remains implicit in the activities we
perform, and the meaning of the terms we use is often entirely grounded in metaphors and the
metaphors in turn, in the activities our body peforms.[12]
Currently this information is not available for easy search even for concepts, and least available
for activities/skills, for mostly it exists only inside the minds of the teachers or in the pages of the
text books and in the curriculum designs. What we can do is to harvest them from these resources
and publish at a commonly accessible place. Such a resource, to our astonishment, did not exist
on the Internet or in any compilations published in the printed form. Several semantic networks
exist, and due to a spurt in the activities in both research and applications in the semantic web,
multiple ontologies have been published (e.g. [13, 4]). But nowhere could we see any interest in
mapping dependencies. In the current age of collaborative culture and social networking, this
seemed strange! Using semantic networks, web portals are actively collecting information about
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geneology, who is a friend of who, what links to what, who reads what book, and buys what kinds
of consumer items, and so on. But, no online resource for knowing what depends on what is
available. The Wikipedia has resources on each topic, and each topic has very useful metadata
including the categories that it belongs to. However, a tag to specify prerequisites is not
supported.
However, standardized machine based e-learning specifications have a scope for specifying
prerequisites, see e.g. SCORM specification 3. Using semantics to guide expert tutoring systems is
proposed, e.g. see [5], which also uses SCORM’s sequencing model. However, the information
contained within these e-learning modules remains isolated and no mechanims have been
suggested to merge such metadata to create a globally useful network. Most of this digital elearning material is also held tightly due to proprietary interests. All these situations prompted us
to embark on the current project.
The simplest thing we propose is to gather every assertion of prerequisites from all sources,
subjects, and store them in a single large knowledge base. As we can expect we will get a massive
semantic network holding activities and concepts linked by their dependencies. Of course holding

Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative, a consortium of agencies interested in elearning resources developed a standard for representing Sharable Content Object Reference
Model (SCORM), published at http://www.adlnet.gov.
3
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this network on a paper format, or as a book will neither be possible nor convenient—a possible
reason why nobody ever built them already. We could however easily store such information in a
computer as a knowledge base, collect them over the Internet, and retrieve the resulting
dependency network from the servers as graphs for any node of our interest. Considering that
each node is also a learning objective (LO), the recursively drawn graph will give us a road map
of each LO. Convinced that such a resource is going to be very useful for education, we
embarked on this project and launched as a globally accessible collaborative portal at
http://www.gnowledge.org/. An example one such map is shown in Figure 1 displaying
the prerequisites of the concept “fraction”. You can find several hundreds of such maps
dynamically created from the live site as the community began to contribute the seed content.
The maps that we see now are far from being comprehensive or correct, because more missing
linkages are to be added, and incorrect links deleted.
The resulting network can generate different kinds of useful graphs:
1. the road map of any given learning objective depicting the multiple paths that converge
to a destination as shown in Figure 1.
2. the road-ahead map of any given concept/activity, depicting the divergent routes one
may explore after reaching a destination as shown in Figure 2.
3. the dependency map, which is a combination of 1 and 2 for a given node.
4. the merged map, a single directed graph of all the asserted links in the knowledge base
as shown in Figure 4.
Though it may appear complicated, most of the complex job is done by the software, which is
already in place, though we are constantly upgrading features and improving the algorithms for
better performance as well as better visual appeal. Any learned community members, particularly
educators, can submit the prerequisites as simple assertions as shown below:
[mutliplication of fractions by whole number] < whole number; fraction; multiplication;
denominator; numerator;
[division of fractions by whole number] < whole number; division; multiplication;
denominator; numerator;
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Avagadros principle < volume; gas; temperature; pressure; molecules;
average speed < speed; average; time interval;
Celsius scale < temperature scale; freezing point; boiling point; water;
sum < addition;
factors < multiplication;
subtraction < difference;
product < multiplication;
factors < product;
division < factors; product;
[checking division by multiplication] < division;
fraction < division; multiplication;
[solving division problems that result in reminder] < whole number; division;
division > remainder; divisor; quotient; dividend;
brackets > order of operations;
even number < divisability by 2;
These are examples of simple assertions of prerequisites that the users are expected to submit.
Activities are distinguished by the use of square brackets “[]”. In the absence of an enclosing
square bracket the expresssion will be inserted in the knowledge base as a member of a concept.
The relation sign “<” is used to represent “depends on”, and “>” is used to represent its inverse
“prerequisite for”. In a single sentence more than one dependency can be asserted by separating
the expressions with “;”. The submissions can be in any order, and there is no need to segregate
the assertions of one subject area from other.
Each user’s contribution is marked by their user name keeping a record of who contributed what
and when. Every change is marked and recorded in the knowledge base, and nothing is
permenently removed. There is also a provision to delink incorrect assertions, correcting
spellings, or modifying the name of the expression etc. The authors can write to other authors to
settle disputes in the mailing list. A feature to add a talk page, as in Wikipedia, is going to be
made available soon, to make collaboration easy. A feature to merge nodes, translate to other
languages, access to statistics, will be soon made available. The portal provides facilities to
search and view the graph in several of the formats mentioned above. The site is constantly under
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development, with several new features getting added every month. Software developers can also
contribute to the technical development of the portal. The sourcecode as well as the knowledge
base are released under similar copyleft license, as in Wikipedia.4

Having such a community portal will help not only the teachers, but also the researchers to

4
A copyleft license is a creative and constructive use of copyright that grants the users certain
rights (inplace of restricting terms imposed by most common use of the same copyright) such as: the
permission to use for any purpose, make changes, share the changes with others provided the derived
knowledge is also released under the similar copyright terms. See http://www.gnu.org for more details on
how it works.
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Figure 2: The road-ahead map of the concept "factor" dynamically generated based on the data available as on
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critique and collaboratively update and arrive at consensus so as to arrive at a most authentic
teaching-learning sequences. Just as several members of the community contributed in various
ways and built a resource like Wikipedia, we hope the maps at gnowledge.org could also be
created, and will be equally relevant to the community.
In the next section the methodology of constructing the maps is elaborated along with a brief
discussion of the possible didactic and epistemic implications.

2.2 The simple rules for making teaching-learning
sequences.
The method of constructing the maps depicting the teaching-learning sequences is very simple,
but humanly impossible without employing computers. The rules are as follows:

2.2.1 Each distinct node will occupy a unique position in
the map.
The dependency network is a graph, therefore the collection all nodes, where each node is any
unique concept or an activity, is a set and each node will have a single unique relational position
in the map. Currently the rules apply for a two dimensional graph. The position of the node is
determined by the longitude rule.

2.2.2 The rule for determining the position of nodes on the
longitude of the map.
1. If Q depends on P, place P one level above Q.
2. I
f

R

d
e
p
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both depend on P; Push Q below R, since Q depends on R.
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ends on P, place R and Q one level below P.
3. If Q also depends on R, then place Q one level below R, such that Q is two levels below
P.
Apply this rule recursively till we obtain a graph where all nodes have unique position, and are
located at different levels. Since this rule determines the vertical alignment of nodes, let us call
this the longitude rule.

An immediate didactic implication of this rule.
All concepts and activities that are to be carried out at an early stage will automatically appear on
the top layers of the graph. Subsequently, the bottom most layers are clearly the advanced
concepts. This automatic layering can be put to immediate use for deciding the graduation levels
while designing a curriculum.

An epistemic implication of this rule.
The longitude rule has the following important epistemic implication: the nodes are positioned
according to how many degrees far are they in terms of their meaning providing a measure for
semantic distance.5 In the above example, we can say that Q is separated from P by two degrees.
This measure will depend and will change till we arrive at a comprehensive data set, and will
eventually stabilize as a limiting case as the data increases. We leave this pointer without
elaboration, since the topic of measuring semantic distance will take us too far away from the
current purpose.

2.2.3 The Rule for determining the position of nodes on the
latitude of the map.
Consider a node P that depends on a number of nodes m, and is a prerequisite for a number of
nodes n. By following the longitude rule, the m nodes will be above and n nodes will be below
the node P. Following the vocabulary of directed graphs, we can call the links coming from m to
P as incoming links, and the links going below to n from P as outgoing links, and the nodes m and
5
Measuring semantic distance is a classical problem in knowledge representation research and
there are multiple approaches to solve the problem. Knowledge represented using dependency graphs as
suggested here provides another approach. This proposal is a topic for another forthcoming article.
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n can be called incoming nodes and outgoing nodes respectively. Both outgoing nodes and
incoming nodes can in turn have both incoming and outgoing links and so on. Let us define the
total number of incoming and outgoing links of any given node as the mass number of the node.
Now we can specify the latitude rule as follows:
The lateral position of the nodes is determined by a relative rule on the basis of the mass number
of the nodes: the nodes with the lesser mass number will be pulled closer towards the nodes with
the greater mass number. Though this is a simple rule, adding and removing links in the network
will change the positions based on this rule. Nodes get pulled to the right or the left to each other
as and when additions happen in the membership of the set. Since the form of the network
changes whenever there is an addition or deletion of a link, we can also call this rule an
accommodation or alignment rule. This rule has interesting didactic and epistemological
implications.

Didactic Implications of the latitude or accommodation
rule.
Nodes with large number of outgoing links cannot be neglected in education. At any given
latitude, the first priority can be given to the nodes with larger number of outgoing links. Since,
outgoing links are required for learning several other LOs, this priority makes sense. This
provides the learner a potential to move on.
The LOs that appear in the same latitude must have similar degree of difficulty. When new links
are added the membership of nodes in a latitude may change. Therefore, the greater the
comprehensiveness of the graph, the greater will be the accuracy of the statement about the
degree of difficulty. A few levels of proximate latitudes can be grouped together as a level of
graduation, since they suggest a similar degree of difficulty.
Different disciplines (subject areas) get aligned automatically. Since we do not specify which
concept belongs to which category or subject area, this result is very interesting and may have
serious implications to knowledge representation research and epistemology in general and
didactics in particular. The topics that are close together form, as it were, into islands, which can
be distinguished as different subject areas based entirely on semantic dependency. Subject areas
that have interdisiplinary relations are also seen close together. Since it is not possible to
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meaningfully present the already very large resulting graph, please see the current state of map,
which looks like a milky way, published at
http://www.gnowledge.org/Data/map/mergedMap.png. In the Figure 4 you can see the thin
central spread of dots which contain about 2300 nodes.

Epistemological implications of the accommodation rule
Much of these epistemological implications I draw below are preliminary hypotheses and need
greater elaboration and research. I state them anyway, for these foreseen implications might invite
discussion, and strengthen the need for participating in the project.
Given a merged map of dependencies we can determine the nodes that have a greater number of
incoming links or outgoing links than others. The nodes with highest number of either type of
links will be very few in number, while the nodes with intermediate number of links will be quite
high, and those that have very small number of links will be highest. This assortment is indeed a
characteristic feature of all complex systems demonstrating the scale-free character.6 Several
studies have already shown that the semantic networks of all natural languages do show the same
scale-free character, and most of them are determined to follow a power law also known as Zipf’s
law [21]. This result indicates that:
1. The nodes that do not have incoming relations will be few and will be more than one.
There will be no epistemic summum bonum, an ultimate concept from which all meaning
will emanate, or an ultimate concept where all meaning will flow towards. Based on the
logic one may predict that no node except the top nodes will have less than 2 incoming
links. This is because logically fixing any meaning will need at least two concepts.7

6
An accessible and authoritative statement of this can be read from [3].
7
Philosophical literature is rich on discussions on this subject of individuating objects, events,
actions and concepts. Strawson, Quine, Davidson etc. have elaborate discussions on this important subject.
Since we have no space to dwell on these reasons we let it pass.
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Figure 4: Merged Map: The horizontal spread of dots in the middle is the shape of the graph containing about
2300 nodes with about 3600 relations. The data is not sufficient to get a true picture of the map as yet, but the
map already shows related concepts together, and is already good enough to begin measuring semantic distance.
The map shows some regions that contain neighborhood of the same subject. The zoomed-in graph on the top is
the dependency graph of biological cell, while the bottom graph is that of water. All the graphs are generated
after applying transitive reduction algorithm. High resolution maps can be viewed from the site. Panorama view
of the merged map created on 13th July 2009.

2. The top nodes without incoming nodes, therefore, cannot be concepts, they must be nodes
describing an action. This follows since while fixing any concept requires more than one
term, an action on the other hand may be considered an innate ability of the learning
agent, and its meaning can be considered implicit, and thus does not depend (explicitly)
on any other. If true, this implication will also suggest that all meaning begins from the
top activities. Prima facie support to this is already available from what we teach during
the first few years after the child is born. The dependency map of that period will be full
of activities, some of which eventually help in grasping the use of terms that stand for
concepts. Therefore, we can predict that the top nodes of the map will be predominantly
of activities.
3. Though the current state of the merged map at gnowledge.org does show some
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disconnected islands without any connections to the rest of the network, if we look at the
names of the nodes, it is very clear that they are disconnected only because no one has so
far asserted the dependency relations, and not because no relations are semantically
applicable. We hypothesize that in a comprehensive dependency network no orphans are
possible. If this turns out to be true, the result can have serious implications in
epistemology in general, and philosophy of science in particular. One of the major
implication is that given any two concepts, it is possible to measure the semantic
distance, irrespective of any area of knowledge. That is, incommensurability in a network
of meaning makes no sense. Considering the major debates that took place in the history
and philosophy of science following the famous Kuhn’s assertion of incommensurability
between two different world views, two languages etc., the result that we are heading
towards will have serious implications.[11, 16]

2.2.4 The transitive reduction rule generates the road map.

Figure 5: The graph on the right is a result of the
transitive reduction rule.

Consider a concept M which is required for learning another concept N. And N is a prerequisite
for another concept O. Though by applying transitivity one may say that M is required for O we
cannot skip N in between. Thus given a dependency graph teaching-learning sequences cannot
skip the nodes in between and go for a shortcut, as mentioned earlier. Therefore, the road-map for
teaching-learning is not the shortest path in a dependency network, but the longest path. Using
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this logic we have applied a transitive reduction algorithm, that removes the ‘skipping’ links
while making the graph.[1] The user’s assertion is not deleted from the knowledge base, but
while making the road-map the short-cut links are removed to get the complete teaching-learning
sequence. This gives the possible path of semantic flow. See Figure 5 to find a comparison of
graphs obtained with and without transitive reduction algorithm.
The obvious use of the road map obtained by transitive reduction for any LO can inform the
learner/teacher what to do next. The teaching-learning sequence can also effectively be used by
online e-learning environments to provide an automatic navigation mechanism. E.g, Wikiversity
could ensure that the learner worked out all the prerequisite pages before attempting a lesson.8

3. The Making of an Atlas
Knowledge cartography is one of the areas of current interest by several research groups.[17]
Though the project proposed in this paper is much in line with this trend, to the best of our
knowledge there is no prior work on using the dependency links to create a single merged map of
all knowledge. Since all learnable concepts and skills can find a place in the dependency map,
where each node can have a determinate position with longitude and latitude of the map also
specifiable, it is clear that a surface map of all knowledge is indeed possible.
Given such a surface map, various other semantic relations can be asserted on top of it, creating
multiple layers one for each relation. For example, visitors could soon add relations expressing
what is a part of what, what causes what, what produces what (as in products/reactants), what is
an assessment for what, what is prior-state and post-state of a an event/process etc. Since the
subjects of these other relations will also have to be the nodes in the dependency relation, all
other assertions of knowledge must lie only on top of the dependency relation. Thus we foresee
the possibility to make an entire altas of all knowledge containing explicitly represented form of
knowledge. As in a geographic atlas, each map shows the same surface in a different way
(political, physical, geological, climate etc.), the knowledge atlas will provide multiple layers of
presentation depending on the semantic dimension chosen.
Thanks to the increased use of free software and free knowledge initiatives around the globe, a

8 Wikiversity http://en.wikiversity.org.
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large number of explicitly asserted semantic relations, other than dependency relation, are already
harvested by projects like DBpedia [4], which by now have 4.7 billion assertions comprising
multiple languages and ontologies, there is hope: an atlas of knowledge is not an impossibility!
In our earlier studies on refined concept mapping [8], [10] and the roots of rigor [9] the focus was
on the minimal use of relation names for promoting understanding in science. Availability of
most widely used relation names in a merged ontological space, as in the atlas or DBpedia
enhances the possibility of further facilitating the refined concept mapping for science education.
We expect such an encyclopedic resource will guide students and teachers both visually and
operationally.
In another study we have extracted the dependency relations from the repositories of the largest
operating system distribution (Debian GNU/Linux). The system has about 23,300 packages with
about 99,000 dependency relations asserted among them. The results suggest that the semantic
system based on dependency relation exhibits the properties of a complex system [15]. We have
also embarked on the project, as an extention of the study, to extract every dependency of all
functions defined in the entire GNU/Linux operating system. An artificial operating system will
not work unless all meaning (operations) is explicitly stated. This artificial semantic system can
act as a control for the natural human semantic system. The study of the semantic flow of this
artificial system gave the encouraging results that added up to the confidence that similar results
will be obtained in the case of human semantic system as well. Much of human knowledge is tacit
[18], and much of the meaning is grounded in subjective experience making it very difficult to
declaratively express every bit. However, the current project of making dependencies explicit is
not required to be about the exact nature of meaning of every term or activity, but only an
exercize to do dependency sorting. This seems to us an eminently feasible exercise.

4. Conclusion and Invitation to Contribute
In this short communication, a simple method of creating teaching-learning sequences is
presented, and how it may lead to the creation of an atlas of knowledge. The task may take time,
but the methodology is simple and seemingly effective. There will be technical problems along
the way while handling millions of relations in a single repository, scalability and performance
issues, and most importantly presentation of the relations without a clutter etc. Given the rising
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collaborative culture and increasingly expanding cyberspace, we hope there will be a stigmergic
effect: each of us while entering the simple assertions into the knowledge base may not even
foresee what global effects we may likely see. This therefore is a worthy experiement to conduct.
Please visit http://www.gnowledge.org/, where the atlas is being built, to participate in
any which way: contribute relations, translate to other languages, point out errors, add assessment
nodes for each resource, delink incorrect assertions, discuss the results, contribute software and
algorithms, and most importantly test the teaching-learning sequences in actual practice to verify
if this is indeed a worthy thing to pursue further.
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Abstract
Problem solving is one of the most important and difficult areas of teaching and learning
mathematics. Curriculum reform efforts in secondary school and college level
mathematics stress the need for educators and students to focus on the process of
problem solving rather than the result. In this study, students enrolled in a remedial prealgebra course at a community college were evaluated on their performance in each of
Polya’s four stages of problem solving as they attempted to answer an abstract problem
involving proportional reasoning. The results of this study reveal that proportional
reasoning is shown to be strongly influenced by reading for comprehension,
computational proficiency, and metacognitive reflection. The results of study also
demonstrate that students' scores approximate a standard normal distribution only in
stage three, the computational stage, which is modeled most frequently in classroom
presentations and textbooks, and reveals deep lack of students' familiarity and exposure
to the other three stages in their education experience.
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Proportional Reasoning and Polya’s Problem Solving in Pre-Algebra Mathematics
Most mathematics educators would agree that many students have difficulty with
problem solving, especially weaker students who often enroll in remedial mathematics
courses at two-year or community colleges. In Beyond the Crossroads, the attitude
these students have toward problem solving is eloquently stated, “for many students,
mathematics is viewed as a string of procedures to be memorized, where right answers
count more than right thinking” (Blair, 2006). To encourage students to become
independent problem-solvers educational reformers in mathematics suggest that
teachers and instructors act more as a facilitator of students’ thinking rather than simply
modeling problem solving.
The most common method used to introduce problem solving is Polya’s four
stage method which emphasizes the entire process of problem solving rather than a
narrow focus on how to obtain a solution. Polya proclaimed that by guiding students
through all four stages of problem solving a mathematics teacher could help students
develop a sense of independent thinking. In this study, a problem-solving worksheet
based upon proportional reasoning was developed to investigate each of Polya’s four
stages: 1. Understanding the Problem, 2. Devising a Plan, 3. Carrying out the Plan and
4. Looking Back. A rubric was developed to score the results for adult students in prealgebra mathematics. The first and second stages of Polya’s method involve critical
reading and thinking to determine the required strategy and the fourth involves reflecting
upon the process. However, it is the third stage which receives the bulk of the attention
in educational practice. This third stage is modeled in classrooms and textbooks as well
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as rubrics used for grading. The students’ work was analyzed and used to reflect upon
students’ proficiency in each of the four stages of Polya’s process, the relationship
between the stages and implications for the pedagogy of teaching problem solving.
Theoretical Framework
While problem solving has always been an integral part of mathematics
education, the present day study of problem solving owes much to the work of George
Polya, “the father of the modern focus on problem solving in mathematics education”
(Passmore,2007, p.44). In a similar vein, Schoenfeld (1987) writes of the impact of
Polya’s work, “for mathematics education and for world of problem solving [Polya’s work]
marked a line of demarcation between two eras, problem solving before and after Polya”
(p. 27).
In the first stage of Polya’ method, students must read and assimilate the
information given to determine what they are asked to find and which information
presented is relevant to this goal. The difficulties students have reading mathematical
text for understanding is pointed out by Philips et al. (2009) who states that “it is
important to realize that mathematics is a language all its own” (p.468). Fan and Zhu
(2007) found that only 27.8% of the problems in nine U.S. secondary school
mathematics textbooks contained solutions that modeled this first stage of Polya’s
methodology.
In the second stage of Polya’s method, students must make a general plan and
select relevant methods or appropriate heuristics for solving the problem. This stage
involves relating the problem and its information to one’s problem-solving schema (i.e.
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one’s internal representation of similar experiences). A schema allows an individual to
organize and recognize their thought processes. At this point, students who have an
appropriate schemata or internal representation of similar experiences can synthesize
this information into a strategy or plan. Xin (2007) notes that students who are
successful at problem solving were those students who were able to identify the
underlying structural information required to solve a problem. In contrast, students
without an organized schema must consider each bit of information separately one at a
time. Students who rely on a schema which has not been organized into a hierarchy of
relationships are described by Sfard (1991) as being at a disadvantage since they are
unable to assimilate new knowledge easily. Fan and Zhu (2007) found that this second
stage was represented or modeled in only 20.2% of the problems.
In the third stage of Polya’s method, students perform the computations required
to implement the plan devised in the second stage, keeping on track to obtain the
solution. Fan and Zhu (2007) found that this third stage was modeled by 100% of the
problems and arguably, receives the bulk of the attention in the classroom when
instructors model problem solving on the board. Taylor and McDonald (2007) confirm
that this third stage receives the bulk of attention in university lectures and laboratory
sessions.
In the fourth stage, students review what they have done, check the correctness
of their solutions, and reflect on key ideas and processes in order to generalize or
extend these processes and results. This stage involves what is frequently referred to as
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metacognition where students reflect and evaluate the thought processes that were used
to solve a problem. This fourth stage was modeled in 43.2% of the problems in U.S.
textbooks involved in the study by Fan and Zhu (2007).
Problem solving is typically distinguished from computation in mathematics by
the additional requirement on the part of the problem solver to determine what operation,
procedure or sequence of procedures needs to be applied to obtain a solution. In
computation problems, the operation is given in the problem. The same is not true for
word problems where the student must determine which operation to use in order to
solve the problem. Thus one distinguishing factor in problem solving is that the strategy
or algorithm to find the solution is not clear and in the face of this uncertainty the
problem solvers have to rely upon their own reasoning skills and knowledge base.
While the unique aspect of problem solving is the element of an unknown path
for the student, the traditional approach of instructors and the one most often
emphasized in textbooks is to focus on the third or computational stage of Polya’s
method and to treat problem solving as one would instruction in computational
proficiency. The futility of this approach is described by Lester (1983) “…good problemsolving behavior usually is not fostered by having students imitate how teachers solve
problems. Because teachers typically demonstrate only correct moves, students often
come to view problem solving as that of delving into a mysterious bag of tricks to which
only a select few are privy” (p. 229).
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Remedial mathematics students have difficulty with problem solving because of
their inability to measure their progress toward a solution and to switch between
methods of solution. One approach advocated by reform mathematicians is to focus
students’ attention on the reasoning skills found in the second stage and to consider
multiple solutions. The cognitive techniques of comparing, reflecting on and discussing
multiple solution methods have been advocated by mathematics educators for over 20
years.
Method
In the work that follows remedial college students were given a problem that
involves proportional reasoning. They were evaluated on each of the four stages of
Polya’s problem solving stages. In the first stage, we measured their ability to read and
understand the information presented. In the second stage, students were asked to
recognize multiple solutions. In the third task, students performed a proportional
computation, and finally students were asked to reflect upon the problem structure.
Their responses were scored using a rubric that emphasizes multiple methods of
solutions. The results were used to analyze their proficiency in each of the four stages
as well as the relationships of these stages to one another.
Research Questions
The first research question is: How do the students perform on each of four
stages, what is the distribution of students’ scores in each stage, and what is the
correlation between stages?
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The second research is: To what extent do students’ reasoning skill, as
evaluated by their scores on the other three stages, determine or predict their score on
the third computational stage?
The third question is: To what extent do students’ scores on the other three
stages determine or predict their score on the second stage?
Setting
The sample included 117 adult students taking developmental mathematics at
Hostos Community College, an urban community colleges in the City University of New
York system. Students were given worksheets that contained four exercises and
informed that their participation was voluntary and would not impact their course grade.
The student body at Hostos Community College is predominately comprised of females
(80%) and minorities (95%). It is important to note that the student body used in this
study is the mathematically weakest group of adult students applying to the CUNY
system, those who failed both the algebra and pre-algebra placement exams in
mathematics. The problem solving exercise chosen was used in two earlier studies.
Charalambos and Pitta (2007) studied 600 5th and 6th grade students’ scores in 50
exercises that evaluated understanding of different fractional concept (sub-constructs):
ratio, part-whole partitioning and fractional equivalence was recorded along with the
correlation between these concepts. It was determined that, part-whole partitioning with
a mean score of (0.75), ratio, with a mean score of (0.64), and fractional equivalence,
resulted in the following highly significant correlations.
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Figure 1 (excerpted from figure 2, Charalambos et. al., p.306, 2007)
Part-whole

R= 0.97

ratio

equivalence

R= 0.85

When this study was duplicated with 95 adult students taking remedial prealgebra mathematics at Hostos Community College by Czarnocha et al. (2009), the
mean scores were similar to the results obtained with the childrens’ part-whole (0.66)
ratio (0.57) and fractional equivalence (0.58) however the correlation between ratio and
part-whole (R=0.12) was not significant at the 0.05 level and neither was the correlation
between ratio and fractional equivalence (R=0.05). The correlation between fractional
equivalence (0.53) and part-whole was significant at the 0.01 level. These results
suggest that the adult students did not understand the relationship between these
proportional reasoning exercises and their fraction schemata and thus, this study was
conducted to investigate the proportional reasoning schema of adult students. The
worksheet was given to approximately ten sections of pre-algebra with the request that
instructors leave 15-20 minutes for students to complete it at the end of class. The
exercises and rubrics are included in Appendix A.
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Results
Research Question 1
Students’ performance in each stage and their relationships
Table 1 Mean Score and Standard Deviation of the four stages
Mean
St. Dev.
n

Stage 1
2.42
1.58
111

Stage 2
1.77
1.19
112

Stage 3
2.22
0.67
110

Stage 4
1.64
1.13
111

The students had the most difficulty with the reasoning skills of stage 2, and the
metacognitive skills of looking back to assimilate what they had done in stage 4. These
results were expected and support the characterization of developmental mathematics
students as experiencing difficulty planning and monitoring their problem solving.
Table 2 Correlations between the stages
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The correlation between stages 1, 2 and 4 of Polya’s method were all significant
at the 0.01 level, however the only significant correlation involving stage 3 was that
between stage 3 and stage 2.
This finding indicates that when stage 3 tasks are used to evaluate students’ in
mathematics then stages 1 and 4 of Polya’s method will not have any significant impact
upon their performance. While stage 2 will affect stage 3, its impact is limited to the
square of the correlation coefficient (0.265)2 = 0.07 or 7%. In contrast, stage 2 appears
to correlate significantly with each of the other stages.
Figure 2 Graphical representations of student scores
The following is a graphical representation of student scores on the 4 stages of
problem solving. The column charts show the exact distribution of scores and their line
format to their right.
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When the results of figure 2 are compared with the work of Fan and Zhu (2007),
there appears to be a relationship between the representation of each stage in
textbooks and students’ performance on that stage. The stages that are modeled most
often in textbooks correspond to normally distributed student performance on that
stage.
Table 3 Number of Problems whose solutions modeled Polya’s problem-solving stages
in the selected U.S. textbooks.
(excerpted from table 3, Fan and Zhu p.67)
Stage in Polya’s Method
Stage 1) Understanding the Problem

Percent Representation in selected U.S.
textbooks
27.8%

Stage 2) Devising a Plan

20.2%

Stage 3) Carrying out the Plan

100%

Stage 4) Looking Back

43.2%
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The results in figure 2 show that stage 3 resembles a normal distribution and
this is the stage that is modeled 100% in textbooks. Stage 4 receives the second most
attention in textbooks and the representation of student responses is nearly a normal
distribution. Stages 1 and 2 are the least represented in textbooks and students’
performance on those stages does not approximate a normal distribution. The more
often students were exposed to a certain stage of Polya’s method in textbooks, the
more likely they were to exhibit responses to the present research questions that were
normally distributed.
Research Question #2
When stages 1, 2 and 4 were used as independent variables in a multivariate
linear regression analysis to predict students’ scores on the third stage only the
coefficient of the second stage was statistically significant at the 0.05 level. This
indicates that instruction in Polya’s stage 2 is the best model for affecting stage 3. Thus,
the amount that instruction at stage 2 can affect students’ performance on stage 3 is
(0.265)2 = 0.07 or 7%.
Research Question #3
To what extent do critical reading, computational skill level and the ability to
reflect upon the structure of the problem affect a student’s ability to use and recognize
multiple strategies?
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Table 4-A R-Correlation Value for Linear Regression Model
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Table 4-B Significance of Linear Regression Model
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Table 4-C Significance of Coefficients in Linear Regression Model
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The R-value of the combined model was 0.612 thus approximately 37.5% of
students’ scores on stage 2 were predicted by the other three stages. This result
indicates that students’ ability for proportional reasoning is strongly influenced by a
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variety of skills: reading for comprehension, computational proficiency and metacognitive
reflection.
Discussion of Results
The proportional reasoning exercise used in this study had previously been given
to children (Charalambos & Pitta-Pantazi, 2007) as well as adults students in remedial
pre-algebra classes (Czarnocha et al., 2009). These earlier results had indicated that
children and adults were equivalent in mean scores or percentage correct when
answering this problem. An important difference between the children and adults was
that the children demonstrated highly significant correlations between these reasoning
exercises and their conceptual part-whole knowledge of fractions as well as between
these reasoning skills and their ability to perform procedural tasks of fractional
equivalence. In contrast, the adult students did not, indicating a disconnect between their
fractional schema knowledge and their proportional reasoning skills. This study is an
attempt to explore the connections of their problem-solving schema by matching adult
students’ reasoning patterns with Polya’s four stages and analyzing the relationships
between them.
How well did students do on each stage? What is the distribution of each stage
and what is the relationship between the stages? The results of table 1 indicate that
adult remedial students have the most difficulty with the planning and reflection stages of
Polya’s method and the only stage in which the mean score was above a 2 was the
understanding the problem stage. Thus these adult students on average demonstrated
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between a limited to a partial understanding of the structure of this problem and
strategies required to solve it.
The results of table 3 and figure 2 indicate that stage 3, which receives the bulk
of instruction time and textbook presentation, was closest to a normal distribution. The
first and second stage in which students must decide what plan to select and receive the
least amount of exposure in texts and class presentation are not even close to a normal
distribution. The bimodal distribution exhibited in figure 2 for stage 2 suggests that some
students are not familiar with the planning processes while other students are able to
complete this task successfully. There is a split in the students’ ability to create a
problem solving plan, some students are very capable of creating a plan while other
students appear to be resorting to random strategies.
Table 2 indicates that the correlation between stage 2 and the other stages was
significant at the 0.01 level. In contrast, stage 3 did not correlate significantly with any
other stage except stage 2. Stage 2 is almost exclusively used in the traditional
assessment of students’ mathematical knowledge however; only stage 2 correlates
significantly with stage 3. Researchers in mathematics education have commented on
the use of multiple strategies to affect students’ performance in mathematics, “First,
there was a relationship between the number of strategies attempted by students for a
particular problem and their success in solving that problem” (Pugalee2004, p.43) and
“Comparing and contrasting solutions seemed to support gains in procedural knowledge
because it facilitated students’ exploration and use of alternate solution methods” (RittleJohnson & Star, 2007, p.572). The results of this data point out a limitation to this
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approach as the effect that instruction in stage 2 can have on a student’s grade, which is
typically measured by stage 3, is limited to the square of the correlation coefficient
between stage 2 and stage 3 or approximately 7%.
If the second research question is practical for educators of mathematics, the
third is at the heart of reform mathematics and those who advocate critical thinking. In
stage 2, students must evaluate multiple strategies and distinguish between correct and
incorrect strategies. This is frequently labeled critical thinking which Sezer (2007)
describes as, “used to solve problems, choose between alternatives” (p. 350). If the role
of education is to encourage students to think critically then the relevant question should
be: to what extent can the other three stages affect students’ ability for the abstract
critical thought required in stage 2?
Table 4-A indicates that 37.5% percent of students’ scores on the second stage
are predicted by their performance in stages 1, 3 and 4. The data in table 4-B confirms
that the use of stages 1, 3 and 4 as independent variables to predict stage 2 is a
significant model at the 0.000 level. The results in table 4-C validate that stage 1
(p=0.00) and stage 3 (p=0.02) and stage 4 (p=0.05) are all significant factors in
predicting stage 2 at the 0.05 level.
Conclusion
Adult remedial students experienced the most difficulty in the planning and
monitoring stages of Polya’s four step method. Their mean scores in stages 2 and 4
suggest that at most, they sometimes engage in these thought processes. Even more
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telling is that, the distributions (figure 2) of stage 2 and stage 4 indicate these students
were unfamiliar with the thought processes required in planning and monitoring. The
data in table 3 provides insight to this phenomenon as it shows stage 2 receives the
least amount of representation in textbooks. If one extends this to include classroom
presentation then the randomness suggested by the stage 2 distribution could directly
and reasonably be linked to students’ lack of exposure to multiple strategies.
These results indicate adult remedial students have a limited problem-solving
schema and supports the characterization of these developmental college students as
not being exposed to planning and thus rarely able to plan, or consider an alternate plan
if their initial plan fails. In particular, while their mean score of 2.2 on stage 3 and the
relatively normal distribution of that stage indicates these students are more familiar and
more capable with the cognitive thought process involved in carrying out a concrete
plan.
The results of the correlations in table 2 and multivariate analysis with stage 2 as
dependent variable in table 4-A, 4-B, and 4-C yield some insight into how instruction in
the independent variables may affect students’ performance in the dependent variable.
The results indicate that, if the goal of instruction is computational proficiency or the
ability to recognize concrete applied strategies, then instruction in stage 2 is the only
other relevant stage and this planning stage can at best predict about 7% of this goal.
On the other hand if the goal is to improve students’ ability for abstract planning, then
instruction in the other stages can predict about 37.5% of students’ demonstrated
performance in this area.
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Implications for Instruction and Future Research
For mathematical educators of remedial pre-algebra there is a window of
opportunity where an increase in the use of multiple strategies and metacognitive
reflection will lead to an increase in students’ performance. Whether with proper
instruction these developmental students will effectively learn multiple strategies, engage
in reflection and use these skills to increase their problem solving is an important
question. Passmore (2007) notes that, “heuristic training [has] proved disappointing” (p.
48) and Schoenfeld (1987) also found, “…no clear evidence that the students had
actually learned more as a result of their heuristic instruction or that they had learned
any general problem-solving skills that transferred to novel situations” (p. 41).
The results of the study clear demonstrate the difficulties students have engaging
in the conscious thought necessary for planning and monitoring their problem solving
activities and further suggest that, remedial students may be prone to guessing what
strategy to use rather than engage in the reasoning required in these stages however, to
what extent this behavior is due to lack of ability or attitude is impossible to ascertain.
According to some sources, mathematics education has failed these students for
it has provided them with rules and formulas but does “…not necessarily lead to
mathematical thinking skills in which a pupil is challenged to solve an unfamiliar
problem” (Taylor & McDonald, 2007, p.640). Other researchers argue that students’
attitude toward mathematics prohibits deviating from the acceptable rules for
mathematics. While more research is needed to clarify this issue, it may be the most
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critical factor in determining the success or failure of all curricula reform efforts to
encourage students’ conscious thought during problem-solving.
The results shown in tables 2 and 4 A-C also have important implications for
mathematics instructors. If the goal or objective of an intervention is measured by
students’ computational proficiency or ability to understand concrete, worked out
solutions of a problem (stage 3) then there is a minimal window of opportunity (only
about 7%) that instruction in stage 2 can affect this outcome. If however, the goal is to
increase students reasoning and abstract planning ability (stage 2) then a balanced
approach of instruction in the other stages of Polya’s method has a higher window of
opportunity (about 37.5%) to beneficially affect students’ performance.
The adult students in this study have experienced difficulties with mathematics and in
particular the cognitive gap between arithmetic and algebra. Several important research
questions that arise from this study, namely, would specific instruction in multiple
strategies for problem solving turn the distribution of stage 2 into a more normal
distribution? Would explicit instruction increase students’ ability and willingness to plan
strategies when problem solving? Would a balanced instruction of Polya’s method show
increases in students’ ability to plan and recognize strategies for problem solving? To
what extent does students’ problem solving schema predict their future success in
algebra? The answers to these questions may help close the gap that exists between
students’ achievement in remedial courses in mathematics.
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Appendix A
The proportional reasoning exercise is divided into four parts, one for each of
Polya’s stages, and the rubrics used to score each exercise are presented below. A
score of zero was assigned to students who had an answer completely incorrect. The
results from students who skipped a question were omitted from the overall scores for
that question only.
Stage 1: Understanding the Problem
Exercise #1) Juan and Maria are making lemonade for lunch by mixing cups of sugar
with glasses of water that are the same size. Maria who is on a diet uses one cup of
sugar for every three glasses of water, Juan who likes sweet lemonade uses three cups
of sugar for every eight glasses of water. If each glass contains exactly two cups then
whose lemonade is going to be sweeter?
Exercise #1 Circle ANY

& ALL of the following that are true

I) The amount of sugar that Juan & Maria use is necessary to answer the problem
II) The amount of water that Juan and Maria use is necessary to answer the problem
III) The fact that the glasses used are exactly two cups is necessary to answer this
problem
IV) The fact that Juan likes sweet lemonade and that Maria is on a diet can be used to
answer this problem
V) None of the above can be used to determine whose lemonade is sweeter.
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The following rubric was used to measure students’ ability to recognize relevant
information and accurately distinguished between relevant and extraneous information.
1. Understanding
the Problem

1. Shows limited understanding of the problem, what information
is relevant versus superficial and what you are asked to find.
2. Shows partially developed understanding of the problem and
indentifies a few specific factors that influence the approach to a
problem before solving.
3. Shows clear understanding of the problem and identifies many
specific factors that influence the approach to a problem before
solving
4. Shows clear understanding of problem and identifies specific
factors that influence the approach to a problem before solving.
Recognizes unnecessary factors.

Stage 2: Devise a Strategy or Plan
Exercise #2) Circle ANY &
used to solve this problem.

ALL answers below that describe a strategy that can be

I) Compare the amount of sugar that Juan used to that Maria used
II) Compare the ratio of sugar to water than Juan used to the ratio of sugar to water that
Maria used.
III) Find the ratio of cups of sugar to total cups of lemonade for Juan and compare this to
the ratio of cups of sugar to total cups of lemonade for Maria.
IV) Use the fact Maria is on a diet and Juan loves sweet lemonade
V) Find the percent of sugar in Juan’s lemonade and compare this to the percent of
sugar in Maria’s lemonade
VI) Not enough information given to answer this problem
The rubric was used to score the students based upon whether they could
recognize multiple strategies to solve the problem and distinguish correct from incorrect
strategies.
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2. Devising a
Plan-Identify
Strategies

1. Select a strategy without regard to a fit
2. Identifies a viable strategy
3. Designs or shows understanding of one or more strategies in the
context of the problem
4. Designs or shows understanding of one or more strategies,
along with either articulating the decision or ability to identify
incorrect strategies.

Stage 3: Carrying out the Plan
Exercise #3) Jorge and Alba need to determine which fraction is largest:

7
8
or
9 11

Circle ANY & ALL the following that correctly describe a way to determine which
fraction is largest?
a) The second fraction is largest because 8 is larger than 7
b) With both fractions, divide the denominator into the numerator and then compare the
size of the resulting decimals
c) Cross multiply and compare the product of the means 9x8 with product of the
extremes 7x11
d) The first is largest because 9 is smaller than 11
e) Convert both fractions to equivalent fractions over the LCD = 99 and compare the
resulting numerators.
Rubric used to evaluate thought process of this stage
3. Carrying out
the PlanGenerate
Solutions

1 Rarely recognizes the need for multiple paths to carry out the plan
minimal, thought or reasoning in carrying out the plan can
recognize or state at most potential solution method.
2 Sometimes recognizes multiple paths to carry out the plan but
reasoning or thought in carrying out the plan is not well developed
will typically relate to one perhaps more potential solution.
3 Frequently recognizes the need for multiple solutions, or multiple
paths to carry out the plan reasoning or thought in carrying out the
plan is well developed will typically state one or more alternate and
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accurate (even creative) potential solution(s).
4 Always recognizes the need for multiple paths to carry out the plan
reasoning or thought in carrying out the plan is fully developed will
typically state one or more alternate and accurate solution methods.
Recognizes inadequate methods.

Stage 4: Looking Back
After answering the question of whose lemonade is sweeter, what can be accurately
said about the process involved in answering this problem?
Exercise #4) Circle ANY

& ALL of the following which are true:

a) The sweetness of lemonade depends only upon how much sugar was used.
b) The Sweetness of lemonade depends upon the rate of sugar to water and this
can be expressed as a fraction.
c) Comparing the sweetness of two separate lemonade mixtures involves
proportional reasoning between the rate of sugar to water in each mixture.
d) The sweetness of lemonade depends upon the rate of sugar to water and this
rate can be expressed as a decimal.
e) To accurately compare the sweetness of separate batches of lemonade they
must both use the same amount of water.
f) All of the above are true.
The following rubric was used to evaluate students’ reflection on what was
involved in solving the plan
4. Looking Back

1. Does not analyze or synthesize results, shows limited
understanding of what was involved in solving the problem.
2. Sometime analyzes or synthesizes results, shows some
understanding of what was involved in solving the problem.
3. Frequently analyzes or synthesizes results from more than one
perspective, shows good understanding of what was involved in
solving the problem.
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4 Always analyzes or synthesizes results from a wide range of
perspectives, shows good understanding of what was and able to
discern what was not required for solving the problem
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Abstract
This article describes a lesson taught by the author to a class of pre-service
elementary school teachers. One of the author’s goals in teaching the lesson was to
deepen the pre-service teachers’ conceptual understandings of the operations of addition
and subtraction on whole numbers. In the lesson students were introduced to base ten
blocks. They were later asked to use the same methods to add and subtract in base four
and were given manipulatives to aid them as they did so. The author, after describing the
lesson, reflects upon students’ reactions to the lesson, its effectiveness, and what
characteristics of the lesson may have contributed to it being valued by both the students
and the author herself. Implications for teacher educators are also considered.
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Introduction
This article describes a lesson that I taught as part of an undergraduate
mathematics course specifically for pre-service elementary school teachers and how these
pre-service teachers responded to it. Using this lesson and the experiences of both the
students in the class and myself as the instructor, I consider the ways in which this class’
experiences can inform the work of teacher educators, especially those working with preservice elementary school teachers.
My students, all but one of who are pre-service elementary school teachers (one
student is taking the course as an elective) are not shy about their dislike for and
difficulty with mathematics. Although in many cases they are extremely capable of
carrying out standard algorithms for solving various problems, they do not always have
an understanding of the concepts that drive these algorithms. Thus, while all can add a
three digit number to a three digit number by following the steps they have used time and
again, they do not seem to understand this addition in ways that transcend the steps
involved. Simply put, while they have a strong procedural knowledge about much of the
material, most lack a conceptual understanding of it. This is a common issue with preservice teachers as well as the population at large. Lloyd (2006) argues that, “many
preservice teachers possess weak knowledge and narrow views of mathematics and
mathematics pedagogy” and furthermore, because “such conceptions deeply affect the
learning-to-teach process teacher educators are faced with the task of creating
opportunities for preservice teachers to develop useful, dynamic conceptions of
mathematics and pedagogy” (p. 12).
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Though there is debate about what exactly a teacher needs to know in order to
teach mathematics effectively, there is evidence that, “how well teachers know
mathematics is central to their capacity to use instructional materials wisely, to assess
students’ progress, and to make sound judgments about presentation, emphasis and
sequencing” (Ball, Hill & Bass, 2005). It should be noted that a deep conceptual
knowledge of the mathematics is a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for
effective teaching. Furthermore, given the research on mathematical knowledge for
teaching, it is clear that, “knowing mathematics for teaching demands a kind of depth and
detail that goes well beyond what is needed to carry out the [mathematical] algorithm
reliably” (Ball, Hill & Bass, 2005, p. 21). In fact, the teaching of elementary school
mathematics demands “knowledge of mathematics that is rooted in conceptual
understanding and in the modes of inquiry of the discipline” (Crespo & Featherstone,
2006, p. 109). Fostering a deep conceptual understanding of the mathematics is helpful
for when these pre-service teachers later enter the teaching profession as it allows them to
exploit rich opportunities for student learning and take advantage of teachable moments
in ways that those with more limited mathematical knowledge cannot (Vatuk & Meagher,
2009). Thus, preparing my students, most of which are pre-service teachers, in ways that
develop their conceptual understandings of the mathematics involved is a goal of mine
for the course.
Context of the Course and Lesson
The undergraduate course in which the lesson took place is a required course for
early childhood/elementary education majors. As students are formally accepted to the
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education program in their third year, it is usually taken in one’s junior or senior year.
The focus of the course is on mathematical content and in it I attempt to review and
expand upon students’ understanding of mathematics in a wide variety of areas including
number sense, operations on integers and fractions, probability, statistics, logic, ratio and
percents. The goal is for students to leave with an understanding and appreciation of a
wide range of mathematical topics that they may be expected to teach when they enter the
teaching profession. That is, through this course I attempt to support pre-service
elementary school teachers so as to develop a deep, conceptual understanding of the
mathematics they will one day teach.
The course is one of two in the students’ major with a focus on mathematics.
After completing this course, students are expected to complete a math methods course
where they work on how to successfully teach those mathematical concepts learned in the
prior course. Thus the focus of the second course is pedagogy while the focus of the first
is mathematics content though these do over lap. As the students in the content course
are, for the most part, studying to be teachers, in this course I aim to also model
successful pedagogical techniques and introduce students to manipulatives and other
educational aids.
This article focuses on a specific lesson where the learning objective was that
students develop a conceptual understanding of the operations of addition and
subtraction. My students are familiar with our base ten system as well as the standard
procedures for adding and subtracting, and have used both successfully throughout their
lives. The students were all familiar with the traditional US algorithm for adding and
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subtracting multi-digit whole numbers, but one objective of this course was to transcend
that algorithm. Specifically we were looking at addition as grouping and regrouping, and
looking at the concept of borrowing in subtraction again by relying on the concept of
grouping. We approached these concepts first through the use of base ten blocks. For
those unfamiliar with base ten blocks and their use, a brief introduction follows.
Base Ten Blocks
Base ten blocks are manipulatives consisting of plastic three-dimensional solids
each of which represents a power of ten. There are four pieces called respectively unit,
rod (or long), flat, and cube (which in class we called block). The value of each piece is
given by its volume. The smallest piece is called a unit. It is a small cube each face of
which has sides of length 1 unit. The volume of the piece as well as its value in our
number system is 1 (that is, 10 0 ). If we arrange ten units end to end, we create the
equivalent of a rod. Thus, a rod is a rectangular prism with volume 10 (that is, 101 ). The
rods are scored so it is clear to see that the piece was created by putting 10 units together.
If one puts 10 rods side by side the equivalent of a flat is created. A flat is a rectangular
prism with volume 100 (that is, 10 2 ). Again the piece is scored so as to make clear that it
was created by putting 10 rods or 100 units together). The final piece is called a cube,
each face of which has a side length of 10. It can be created by stacking 10 flats one atop
the other. Its volume and value is 1000 (that is, 10 3 ).
A number of no more than 4 digits can be represented using these blocks. Thus,
1234 is represented by 1 cube, 2 flats, 3 rods and 4 units. Numerically, we have
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1234 = 1 ! 10 3 + 2 ! 10 2 + 3 ! 101 + 4 ! 10 0 . Using the blocks we can model addition and
subtraction of whole numbers of no more than four digits. That is, those less than or equal
to 9,999. Let us now consider an example of addition in base ten modeled through the use
of the blocks.

Addition with base ten blocks
Let us find the sum of 123 and 98. We begin by representing 123 using the
blocks. One hundred twenty three is represented using 1 flat, 2 rods and 3 units. The
number 98 is represented by 9 rods and 8 units. Putting all these pieces together gives us
the sum of the two numbers. Thus addition is the grouping together of the representations
of these two numbers. This yields, 1 flat, 11 rods and 11 units. However, using the blocks
we can exchange 10 of the 11 units for a rod. This gives us 1 flat, 12 rods and 1 unit. We
can then exchange 10 of the 12 rods for a flat. This leaves us with 2 flats, 2 rods and 1
unit making our sum 221. As we are working in base ten, each digit used is between 0
and 9 inclusive. The regrouping ensures that the number of units, rods, flats and blocks
can be represented using one of these digits.
Additionally, with the blocks one can see the algorithmic step of carrying the 1 in
a traditional addition problem through the ideas of grouping and exchanging. A young
student may not understand initially why we carry the 1 when adding but may be able to
understand more easily in terms of exchanging 10 units for a rod or tens rod for a flat, for
example, which is one reason these blocks are used to model addition when teaching
young children. Addition understood in this manner becomes a matter of putting items
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together, grouping them ten at a time, and using equivalent representations through
exchanges.
Subtraction with base ten blocks
Let us now look at subtraction using base ten blocks. Take the example 123 ! 98 .
We begin, as we did with the addition by representing 123 using 1 flat, 2 rods and 3 units.
We are being asked to subtract 9 rods and 8 units. The subtraction can be modeled by
literally removing the pieces from the table upon which they are placed. However, at the
start we have 3 units and need to take away 8. The representation currently on the table
makes it impossible for us to do so. We can, however, exchange a rod for 10 units. Doing
so gives us 1 flat, 1 rod and 13 units. After removing 8 units we are left with 1 flat, 1 rod
and 5 units. We still need to remove 9 rods but only have 1 at present. Again we need to
exchange. In this case we exchange a flat for 10 rods and now have 0 flats, 11 rods and 5
units. Taking 9 rods away leaves us with the answer to our problem: 2 rods and 5 units.
That is, 25.
The Lesson
With the goal of developing a conceptual understanding of the operations of
addition and subtraction, I began to consider using base ten blocks to model problems
involving these operations. The blocks can be used to support young learners as they
move from the concrete process of using them to the more theoretical process of adding
and subtracting by using the standard algorithms. Teachers of elementary school students
need to understand the use of these blocks in order that they may effectively use them
with their students. My students as prospective elementary school students would, in my
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opinion, benefit from familiarity with these blocks. Despite these reasons, I was hesitant
to use the blocks with my own students because I was concerned that having them use the
blocks to add numbers they can easily work with in other ways might not be effective. I
feared they would go through the motions with the blocks but mostly rely on their
comfort with base ten arithmetic and the standard algorithms and as a result would not be
pushed to deeper understandings. I worried that, at most, they would walk away with an
interesting way to teach a student how to add or subtract which though important, was not
the goal of the lesson. I feared that the students’ conceptual understandings of the
operations of addition and subtraction of whole numbers may not develop beyond what
they already held.
Driven, in part by the above and in part by the fact that I had yet to discuss
number systems with the class, I decided to develop a lesson that would involve their
working not in base ten, but in base four, with the hopes that through this work, they
would begin to understand addition and subtraction in new ways.
The lesson began with my introducing base ten blocks to the class in a similar
manner to that described earlier in this paper. We named each of the pieces, talked about
each piece’s volume and how this equaled the number that the block represented. We put
units together to form rods and rods together to form flats. We discussed why there was
no individual piece that represented 10,000 and what the limitations of these blocks were
in terms of representing whole numbers. We then used the blocks to represent numbers
and related the representation with blocks to a number’s expanded notation. Finally, we
turned our attention to adding and subtracting using these blocks.
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I demonstrated to the class how the operations could be modeled with the base ten
blocks and how specifically carrying over and borrowing, could be explained through
grouping, regrouping and exchanging pieces. We looked at a few specific examples and I
modeled each with the blocks. After this I asked the students to solve addition and
subtraction problems of their own using blocks. I wrote a handful of problems on the
board and asked them to work in groups to solve them. However, just before they got up
to join their group members, I told them that they would be working in base four, not
base ten. I explained, that this meant they would be creating groups of 4. Thus, four units
would form a rod and four rods a flat and four flats a cube.
The task
Students were given plastic cubes that they could fit together. We treated each
plastic cube as one unit. Students then fit the pieces together themselves in order to form
rods, flats and cubes. In this way they were creating their own set of base four blocks
from the given cubes and prior to modeling the different problems that were posed to
them.
The students, working in groups of three to four, began modeling using these
cubes, a list of addition and subtraction problems that I provided. The first problem they
were to work out was 22 + 3 . Although most every group successfully modeled 22 by
using 2 rods (each with 4 units in it) and 2 units and 3 by using 3 units, every single
group indicated that the answer was 25. Although each student created the appropriate
representation of the given addends, they still relied on their familiarity and comfort with
base ten notation as they worked towards solving the problem. That is, they did not
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completely work in base four. A rod in their mind was worth 10, even if they constructed
it by using only four units. Group by group I went around questioning their answer of 25.
I pleaded with them to use the cubes and the model that they had built. I asked them not
to say “22” but to instead say “2 rods and 2 units” hoping this would lead them to think
about what exactly a rod meant and not fall back on their familiarity with the base ten
system. I asked them how many cubes it takes to make a rod and in time all said 4. I then
asked them what they could do with the five cubes they had on their desk as they began
the problem of adding 22 and 3 in base four. Although it was a challenge to most, they
slowly began speaking of the problem in terms of units and rods and regrouping the
pieces they had using groups of four rather than ten.
Although there was much frustration on the part of students with respect to the
activity, they continued to work at it and question why their solutions were not initially
correct. Eventually one student very loudly exclaimed, “Wait – I think I get it.” He had a
large smile plastered across his face as he explained the problem to his group members.
When he had finished doing so he and the other members of the class were called over by
other students so that they could share what they knew about the problems. There was a
nice buzz in the room as students talked about the problems and the representations with
one another, and as the blocks were moved around, built up and then separated.
In the midst of this I glanced at the clock. The activity had taken longer than I had
planned and it was now minutes before the class was to end. I made a general
announcement that students keep working on this at home and that if anyone wanted to
stay and keep working I would wait until the last person left. One student got up and
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walked out of class. The remaining students kept working. I circled the room answering
and asking questions as did some students. Others went through the problems with their
classmates. Every now and again we would hear another, “Oh, I got it” and see another
big smile. At one point I looked at the board where two students stood working out some
of the problems.
Eventually the two came to me and explained that they figured out how to do the
problems without the blocks. That is, they developed an algorithm for adding and
subtracting in base 4 similar to the one that exists in base 10. They explained how to
borrow and carry over in base 4 indicating that one does this at 4 instead of 10. Their
realizations are akin to those we would expect to see in elementary school students as
they learn to add whole numbers. First there is a reliance on the blocks and manipulatives
which later leads to an understanding of the problems and the ability to rely on an
algorithm that no longer involves manipulatives.
In time, everyone walked out knowing how to do the problems. Many were able
to understand and explain addition and subtraction using grouping, regrouping and
exchanging. I found this to be the value of the activity and, in some way, a partial
attainment of the goals the lesson set out to accomplish. Students left feeling
accomplished and I left feeling that their conceptual understanding had been enhanced.
Working in a base unfamiliar to them, pushed their understanding of the operations or
addition and subtraction further. As the students’ frustrations about why 22+3 was not 25
(in base four, that is), their curiosity grew and they persisted in their work with the
manipulatives that they were given. Understanding how to model addition and
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subtraction in base 4 using cubes led to a deeper understanding of what it means to add
and subtract more generally.
Reflections
Unlike what has happened in other lessons, I was not asked a single time why we
needed to do this, whether one would ever have to explain base four addition and
subtraction to elementary school students and why knowing the standard algorithm for
addition and subtraction was not enough. In talking to my students about the activity days
later, I learned why they felt it valuable and why they struggled with it until they could
complete it. Several explained that the problem was challenging but having the
manipulatives and being able to work with others made them feel they could accomplish
it. That is, they felt supported in their work and this allowed them to persevere.
Some commented that their frustration might be akin to that of their elementary
school students and valued this experience, in part, because of this. They began to
consider how a young child might struggle with these operations and specifically with
borrowing and carrying over which they had not fully considered previously. Struggling
in base four, as some said, led them to value the struggles of young learners.
Additionally, the lesson also provided them with ways to explain these concepts to
students as they would be expected to do in the future and modeled pedagogy that one
would hope to see them utilize in their classes once they enter the teaching profession.
Implications
The activity described here and the response of the students to such an activity has
implications for teacher educators and courses geared to preparing pre-service teachers.
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With respect to this, there are two points that may serve to inform teacher preparation
programs and those who teach within them.
First, these pre-service teachers valued a challenging activity in part because of
the support that they were given to complete the task. The fact that they worked with
their classmates, had consistent check-in from me and had access to manipulatives on
which they could rely, gave them a sense that they could achieve what was required.
Often we hear of the importance of having high expectations for our students – that
students rise to the level of expectation placed on them. Yet if high expectations are not
coupled with adequate supports, students are left frustrated. In those cases, students with
negative perceptions of mathematics and more specifically negative beliefs with respect
to their ability to do mathematics will have those beliefs reinforced. However when
adequate supports are in place, challenging material is met with interest, curiosity and
persistence. Thus when we work with pre-service teachers we must keep in mind that
high expectations should be coupled with support if students are to rise to the challenges,
expand their understanding and leave the classroom feeling accomplished. We often
remind pre-service teachers of this so they may keep it in mind as they teach and we must
follow our own advice. Additionally Lloyd argues that “over time, most preservice
teachers come to appreciate the place of investigation and discussion in the development
of mathematical understanding” and that discomfort with these activities lessens with
time (2006, p. 19).
A second implication has to do with the level of mathematics that the lesson
contained. In some cases, teacher educators may wish to work with their classes on
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problems and activities that the students can in turn use in their classes. Though this is
appropriate and does help pre-service teachers build up a repertoire of problems and
activities, it is also important to challenge students with the content. My students enjoyed
being challenged. Although initially frustrated, they persisted through the activity. The
activity described here could have easily been done in base ten, using blocks and
modeling a way in which elementary school teachers can support their students’
understandings of addition and subtraction. Having them work in base 4 made the
problem more challenging and better suited for the development of conceptual
understanding. They were not able to rely on their procedural fluency with base ten.
However, working in base four did not take away from their understanding of how to use
base ten blocks to teach addition and subtraction in base 10. In fact, I would argue that it
strengthened their ability to do so because they could no longer rely simply on their
procedural fluency with addition and subtraction. Thus another implication for teacher
educators is that when working with pre-service teachers we should not restrict ourselves
to those problems that they can use with their young students, although there is a place
for these as part of our courses. We should try to infuse our lessons with activities that
mirror those they can do with their younger students but which challenge them
mathematically. Doing so may put them in a position where their understanding of the
material is deepened. It might also, as was the case with my own students, put pre-service
teachers in a position where they are better able to understand their own students’
struggles and successes.
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ABSTRACT
Business, industry, and government provide fertile avenues for applications of
mathematical sciences, and employment opportunities for highly trained mathematical
scientists. Heretofore, collaborations between science academia and industry have
focused on cooperation between research faculty and industry scientists. This paper seeks
to extend this industry-academia interface by outlining an educational program which
incorporates applications to industry and interactions with professionals in industry. After
describing the philosophy and structure of the program, we describe various current and
proposed collaborations between the faculty at a community college, a four year college,
and the biomedical industry. These collaborations will fortify the proposed creation of a
Biomedical Health Science (BHS) Career Program that is designed to provide students a
working experience in the biomedical career world. The model designed for biomedicine
can naturally be extended to any industry-related field of mathematics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Industrial mathematics is a rapidly germinating field within the mathematical sciences
and aims to find the most efficient (i.e., cost-effective) way to solve problems which are
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relevant to industry (SIAM, n.d.). The problems originate from different sectors of
industry such as research and development, finance, and communications. The prevalent
characteristic of this field is the goal of obtaining a better comprehension and
appreciation of industrial models and techniques through mathematical and scientific
ideas and computations (Pyke, n.d.). One specific field of industrial mathematics is
related to the health sciences. Over the past fifty years, health care in the U.S. has
improved mainly due to advances made in health research. Applications derived from
biomedical and behavioral research have contributed to the sharp decline in the death rate
from AIDS, great improvements in survival rates from heart disease, and more effective
treatments for cancer. Besides the obvious benefits of better health care, progress in many
areas of biomedical research has led to promising and new career opportunities (Kelley,
1994). These opportunities must be pursued by professionals who have the adequate
education to understand complex mathematical and scientific principles, and the
appropriate training to apply these principles to the real life problems that industry
presents.
This paper proposes a program which integrates mathematical science education with
biomedical career goals and thereby prepares students to become the professionals that
are needed to meet the new challenges of the biomedical industry. The unique feature of
this program is its systematic approach that is designed to find students with potential,
impress upon them the power of commitment and diligence, and allow them to realize
their potential by affording them opportunities to interface with the health science
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industry. We firmly believe that a strong interdisciplinary career-based program that
provides students with industry experience is the key ingredient for providing motivation
for talented college students to realize their natural talents and abilities. The overarching
priority and responsibility of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics) education is to provide a potent and enhanced support system to ensure
student success and career advancement in the world of applied mathematics and science.

2. THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE PROGRAM
Many mathematics and science curricula emphasize theoretical models and ideal
situations. These approaches educate students in computational and analytical skills, but
leave a gap between this educational training and the work environment. We propose the
creation of an industry-focused curriculum within the mathematical sciences. The courses
introduce various techniques and models from applied mathematics, science, and
engineering as they are used in real world problems (Friedman & Littman, 1994). Such
applications serve to motivate students and give them convincing reasons to pursue
careers in applied mathematics and science. Our program is designed to enable students
to understand technical issues, formulate precise and accurate mathematical models,
implement solutions using the latest computer techniques, and convey these ideas to
potential co-workers, managers, engineers, etc. With the increasing complexity and
sophistication of modern industry, such personnel are becoming a necessary part of many
organizations and companies. Examples of areas in industry which need such
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professionals are: signal processing, computer graphics, risk management, system
reliability, software testing and verification, database systems, production line
optimization, and marketing research (Ziegler, 1983).
In addition to the educational content of our program being focused on industry,
the program is also designed to expose students to professionals from the real world in
order to better prepare them to choose a career path. Studies show that most people
change careers several times during their lives (Hansen, n.d.). A prevalent cause is that
college students do not have proper guidance providing them with precise and clear-cut
descriptions of the various career options. Rather, they are often misled by inaccurate
descriptions of various careers which cannot be adequately portrayed in a written
account. They only receive exposure to a career upon entering the work force when they
realize that their chosen career is not what they had expected. In order to help prevent this
unfortunate occurrence, a necessary ingredient for a robust industrial-educational
environment is to provide students with appropriate exposure to industry while they are
still in school. This issue is addressed in our program with the concept of a Health Science
Career Day where professionals from industry are invited to describe the positive and
negative components of their work experiences. These talks will introduce students to the
realities of the world of industry and thereby complement the students’ industry-focused
education. The entirety of the philosophy of the program revolves around the integration
of industrial career training into the educational program itself, as opposed to being an
afterthought.
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3. THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM
The BHS Career Program is designed to create an environment conducive to
active student research and industry interaction by: (1) reaching out to incoming high
school and transfer students and existing community college students and introducing
them to the world of biomedical and health science careers and research; (2) inviting
students who have demonstrated talent and potential to excel in STEM research into the
BHS Career Program; (3) motivating and guiding students to excel in BHS Career
Program by giving them a flavor of the working experience; (4) revising mathematics
course curricula to include real world applications from industry, biomedicine and health
science; (5) forming research internships with local biomedical research centers and
laboratories that will expose students to the real world of science research and give them
experiences with biomedical and health science careers; (6) developing a strong
interdisciplinary mentoring program to provide students with the necessary support to
embark upon a course of applied STEM research; and (7) supervising students in the
program, and those that transfer to four-year colleges. The totality of the research
environment is designed to introduce students into the world of biomedical career
research and scientific applications at an early stage of their education. This section
elaborates on specific features of the proposed BHS career program.
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3.1 Curriculum Development: In order to properly prepare community college students
for an industrial career path, the program calls for the revision of several mathematical
courses. These revisions will make the courses more suitable for preparing the
participating BHS students for research based careers. One of the key components of the
course curriculum is the theme of applied mathematics and its correlation to the physical
sciences. The understanding of the associated mathematical concepts is essential for a
true understanding of these sciences and for the proper application of mathematics to
technology-based careers.
In light of the above analysis, we have designed a Biostatistics course to include
applications of statistics to the study of epidemiology, genetics, and preventive medicine.
The course is designed to present a comprehensive view of the above fields by showing
their interrelationships and emphasizing their relevance to clinical practice, math and
science research, and public health policy. Students will be shown the use of statistics in
clinical medicine and gain an appreciation of the use of probability in clinical decisionmaking.
Applications of Linear Algebra and Vector Analysis is another new industrial
mathematics course that has been proposed. It presents the theory of linear systems and
vector analysis and their applications. The course focuses on the mutually reinforcing
components of modeling, solution techniques, and unification. These techniques are used
in real-world problems that are encountered in applied mathematics, engineering, and
science. Specifically, no specialty in medicine has seen more technological advancement
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than radiology (Sochurek & Miller, 1987). The course will focus on these advances and
demonstrate how applications of mathematics are used to meet technological demands
and advances. New and improved ways of imaging patients, integrative approaches that
use the radiological techniques of computer axial tomography (CT) and positron emission
tomography (PET) (Funkhouser, Jafari & Eubank, 2002) will be discussed. These
discussions provide instances of significant accessible mathematical applications to
modern medical science. These courses are but two examples of many possible courses
which would be suitable for an industry-based mathematics curriculum.

3.2 Research Mentoring and Projects: Besides adjusting the course curriculum to meet
the needs of an industry-based education, the program calls for the development of
mentoring relationships and the assignment of research projects appropriate to industry
related applications. This is another method to keep students abreast of industrial
currents. They are put to work within an academic environment on actual industrial
applications. Faculty who have collaborated with the biomedical industry and are familiar
with the range of problems specific to the field can provide projects and independent
study courses to students concerning concrete industrial problems. In the computer
science program, appropriate application-oriented topics include: robotics, programming
applications in hospital laboratories, and mechanical engineering and scheduling
applications involving graph theory. The heartfelt realistic experiences discovered
through a research experience provide a tangible account of industrial applications and
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enhance the traditional classroom learning process (Ziegler, 1983). To enable these
research projects, the program is built around multi-level research mentoring teams
consisting of research faculty and students. The faculty members will select suitable
research problems for the students, elucidate the appropriate background literature,
suggest directions for the research, and supervise each project. It is important that the
mentors carefully assess the students’ background and skill level in choosing problems
for the students to pursue. Carefully chosen problems which are suitable for students’
levels can be an excellent springboard to the world of mathematical research.

3.3 Student Cohorts: A vital feature of the BHS program is the provision for formation
of student cohorts where the students are subdivided into groups which are each assigned
to a specific industry or biomedical research center. Under the guidance of the research
faculty and collaborators in the biomedical industry, each group would visit a work site
and share their personal experiences with the rest of the cohort. The students relate their
observations of the ordinary and the atypical procedures that take place at the work site or
laboratory. Thus, some students get a firsthand look at an industry of choice while the
other students obtain information about an industry directly from their peers.
Additionally, this process helps students develop communication skills and initiates
students to the process of working in teams, two all-important skills necessary for success
in the workforce.
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3.4 Student Internships: Another important component of the BHS Career Program is
student internships. These internships are beneficial to industry and students alike. The
industry gains from useful labor of the students who can contribute to the development
and expansion of the biomedical industry. The students get a chance to observe the dayto-day activities of professional employees, to involve themselves in an actual industrial
experience, and to see the relationship of the classroom material to a real life industrial
setting. These internships will provide employment experience that will prove
advantageous for future career considerations.

3.5 BHS Forums: Once each semester, the program will sponsor an educational forum
that informs the faculty and participating students regarding up-to-date research advances
in the world of biomedicine. The forum will be given by invited researchers who share
their experiences, thoughts and advice with the students of the program. The objective of
these forums is to enlighten the students and give them a strong impression of and
attraction for the world of biomedical research. Appropriately chosen speakers can
provide a strong motivation for students to pursue a career in biomedicine.

3.6 Career Support:

The program calls for organizing an annual Health Science Career Day that introduces and

acquaints students with companies and research centers. As these centers provide career employment opportunities in
biomedicine and health science, they will send representatives to describe some of their personal work experience and
research activities. Additionally, they will address significant questions such as types of biomedical research problems,
previous research results, salary rates, percentage of entry level positions, employee benefits, working conditions, degree
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requirements, previous work experience requirements, promotions, and internship opportunities, giving the students an
inside look into the reality of a biomedical career.

3.7 Alumni Relations: It is imperative that one addresses the issue of how to convey to
students the multifarious benefits of an interdisciplinary mathematical education. One of
the most appealing resources for this kind of information is alumni. When students
graduate and start working in industry, they gain a concrete understanding of the practical
applications of what they have learned in the academic setting. Fresh out of a theoretical
environment, they appreciate how the formulas and the equations that they pondered in
their courses are used to solve real life problems. This leads to a new-found excitement,
almost a relearning of the theory, but this time via practical applications. In many
instances, students have only heard of applications, but have never experienced the nittygritty operational aspects of the application of the theory. Industry gives the right setting
and context for hashing out the ideas learned in rigorous textbooks.
It cannot be disputed that when prospective students witness successful
professionals from their peer group, they are motivated to believe that the education they
are pursuing has value and content. Alumni are one of the best resources that prospective
or newly enrolled students can have access to, to glean important information about how
to structure their college experience. There are two approaches to utilizing this huge
resource. Firstly, the students seek out alumni in particular areas of industry and attempt
to gain an understanding of the exact skill set that is used in the particular area of work.
In discussions with alumni, prospective students glean a snapshot of the path that
eventually led the alumni to their chosen work, be it by way of college courses, focused
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internships, or other vehicles of training. Understanding this path also provides tangibility
to a process that otherwise appears quite overwhelming and somewhat arbitrary.
Instructors can design projects for students to seek out alumni from various branches of
industry and interview them. These interviews would be written up and presented to the
class. Since different areas of industry are typically represented by the students of a given
class, this approach has the desirable effect that students come to appreciate the multiple
aspects of various jobs. Student questions will be encouraged, and if there is sufficient
interest and unanswered questions, a second visit might be in order. Secondly, one can
invite alumni who are successful professionals to engage in a Q&A session with the
students of the program. These sessions will be preceded by an introduction to the area
represented. Many alumni are only too happy to revisit their alma mater which was a
stepping stone to their success. They often view it as "giving back" to the community that
nurtured them.
Crucial to this approach is for the college to have a functioning alumni relations
wing that is up to date on alumni employment, contact information etc. This is best
accomplished in a manner that is also available for students to access. A website
containing alumni information, accessible to enrolled college students, will allow
students to get their own sense of the options available after graduation. Periodic emails
are also to be sent to alumni requesting them to update their information, if any changes
have occurred.
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4. CONNECTIONS TO INDUSTRY AT COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND
SENIOR COLLEGE LEVEL
Without concrete connections to industry, this program cannot truly be
implemented. Thus, to illustrate how we plan to achieve the preceding goals, this section
describes the collaboration between the faculty at a community college (Kingsborough
Community College (KCC)) and a senior college (Brooklyn College) with the biomedical
industry. This collaboration is the backbone and infrastructure necessary for the
formation of the program. This section also illustrates our college’s focus on educational
programs related to health sciences.

4.1 KCC’s Focus on Health Sciences: The KCC administration has demonstrated a
significant interest in career programs related to health science by its recent commitment
to associate degree programs for surgical technologists and physical therapist assistants
(Kingsborough, 2006). The college has received positive responses from three hospitals
indicating support for the program and offering to serve as clinical sites, providing
clinical faculties, and serving on the Advisory Committee for the BHS program. The
President of the New York Society of Radiologic Technology Educators has been
brought in to consult on the development of this program.
The college is in the process of expanding its health science horizons by creating
a joint A.S. in Biotechnology degree program in collaboration with Brooklyn College.
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This program will include basic computing technology, statistics, and mathematics
through calculus during the four years of the program. Although there exist career
opportunities for students with only an A.S. degree in biotechnology within the allied
health field, the pharmaceutical industry, and research labs, the community college
students will be encouraged to continue their education and earn a Baccalaureate (B.A. or
B.S.) in Biology at the senior college to broaden their career opportunities.

4.2 Community College and Senior College Faculty Collaborations with Industry:
We describe the various industry-academia collaborations between the community
college and senior college faculty in the field of biomedicine.
A professor from KCC has been collaborating with Dr. Richard Goldfarb,
Division of Nuclear Medicine of Beth Israel Medical Center, in forming student
internships where students will observe patient care aspects of diagnostic imaging and
radionuclide therapy. The students will actively contribute to academic research and
publications of scholarly material.
We have also established close relationships with the biotechnology industry in
many regions. Faculty routinely attend conferences organized by the New York City
Economic Development Corporation (NYCEDC), New York Biotechnology Association
(NYBA), New York State Foundation for Science, Technology and Innovation
(NYSTAR), and New York Stem Cell Foundation (NYSCF) in order to keep up-to-date
with the new needs developing in the biotechnology industry.
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Faculty at KCC have collaborated with the faculty at University of Pittsburgh
Medical Center, Radiology Department in the design of a system to minimize the
occurrence of medical errors.
The senior college offers the Academic Associates Program, a capstone, centerpiece, and top quality selective program enrolling some of the very best students. These
students are involved in biomedical research at Kings County Hospital Trauma Center
and Downstate Medical School and Hospital, SUNY. Most students win honors at
graduation. The students are encouraged to continue beyond their AS degree to BS
degrees in the sciences and become members of the exclusive Academic Associates
program by doing biomedical industrial research even before graduating. The Academic
Associates program is the ideal enrichment partner for the BHS Career Program.
One of the program coordinators of the Academic Associates program at the
senior college and a faculty member from the Biology Department at KCC, along with
the collaboration of a faculty member from the CIS Department at the senior college are
proposed to supervise the transfer of the community college students and provide them
with academic and career advisement to help in the transition process. They will
encourage the transferring students to apply to the Academic Associates program, and
will assist them in adjusting to the biomedical career environment.

5. CONCLUSION
The proposed BHS Career Program is a promising new educational program
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which seeks to incorporate into the traditional undergraduate mathematical education a
training program for students who wish to pursue careers in the field of biomedicine. The
model which this paper presents can be extended from the field of biomedicine to any
other sector of industry which is integrally connected with mathematics and science
education. The growing need in our society for professionals who are educated in
theoretical knowledge and who are also equipped with practical skills calls for the wide
implementation of similar programs in many different disciplines.
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